
NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA 

PROPOSAL TO AMEND NT PLANNING SCHEME 
PA2018/0457 

The Acting Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics has accepted an application to 
amend the NT Planning Scheme made by Elton Consulting for exhibition. The application 
seeks to rezone Section 67 Hundred of Bagot (125 McFarland Road, Pinelands) from Zone 
GI (General Industry) to Zone CP (Community Purpose) and Zone FD (Future Development). 

The purpose of the rezoning is to facilitate a new Darwin Rehabilitation Precinct which is 
proposed to base the new Darwin Youth Justice Centre in the proposed Zone CP portion of 
the site. The remaining land is to be zoned FD, an interim zone suitable for a range of future 
complimentary uses. 

Attached are: 

• a locality map;

• a proposed zoning map;

• extracts from the NT Planning Scheme relating to Zone GI (General Industry);

• extracts from the NT Planning Scheme relating to Zone CP (Community Purpose) and
FD (Future Development); and

• a copy of the application.

Period of Exhibition and Lodging a Submission 
The exhibition period is from Friday 16 November 2018 to Friday 14 December 2018.  

Written submissions about the proposed planning scheme amendment are to be received by 
11.59pm on Friday 14 December 2018 and addressed to: 

NT Planning Commission 
GPO Box 1680 
DARWIN  NT  0801; or 

Email: planning.ntg@nt.gov.au; or 

Fax: (08) 8999 7189; or 

Hand delivered to Lands Planning, Level 1 Energy House, 18 – 20 Cavenagh Street, Darwin. 

For more information please contact David Dwight, Lands Planning on telephone 
(08) 8999 6121.

mailto:planning.ntg@nt.gov.au
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1 Overview 
Elton Consulting has been engaged by the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics to prepare a 

planning scheme amendment application for Section 67 (125 McFarland Road, Pinelands) Hundred of Bagot to 

facilitate the Northern Territory Government’s development of a new Youth Justice Centre and future 

development of the site for a rehabilitation precinct.  

The planning scheme amendment proposes to rezone the site to Zone CP (Community Purpose) and FD (Future 

Development). The footprint of the proposed Zone CP land will be to accommodate a new, purpose built, Youth 

Justice Centre, along with space to buffer the development. The new Centre will include the highest standards of 

security and technology that is designed for Northern Territory conditions and needs. 

This report describes the proposal in more detail and provides information to support the planning scheme 

amendment for the subject site and proposed future development. 
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2 Site and Surrounds 

2.1 Site Details 

The 56.16 hectare Crown owned land is located within the City of Palmerston Municipality. It is located in Zone GI 

(General Industry). The site is highly disturbed with small stands of remnant vegetation including some Cyprus 

Pines, information provided advises the site was formally a pine plantation. There are weeds present onsite. 

There are no built structures on the land. 

Access is currently obtained from McKinnon Road, through Pinelands, onto the Stuart Highway. 

An aerial photograph of the site is in Figure 1, below.  

Figure 1 Aerial Photograph 

Source: Google Earth 

2.2 Site Locality 

The site is located on the northern edge of Palmerston, on land to the west of the current industrial development 

on McKinnon Road. Tiger Brennan Drive and the Marjorie Street exit is to the south of the site. The site is 

approximately 4.5km to Palmerston and 18km to Darwin. Darwin International Airport and Casuarina Square are 

both around 16km from the site.  

Public transport runs along the Stuart Highway and provides connections to Palmerston, Casuarina, Darwin and 

the rural areas.  
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The location of the site is shown below along with a zoning map of the area. Utility and Railway Corridors exist in 

the zoning of surrounding land and lead up to the site. It is envisaged that these will carry through the site as 

part of future rezoning applications.  

Figure 2 Site Location 

Source: Bing 

Figure 3 Zoning Map 

Source: NT Atlas and Spatial Directory 
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3 Proposed Amendment 

3.1 Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment 

The Northern Territory Government proposes to amend the zoning of the site form Zone GI (General Industry) to 

part Zone CP (Community Purpose) and part Zone FD (Future Development). 

3.2 Purpose of the Rezoning 
The Northern Territory Government is working to deliver a fit for purpose, contemporary and secure rehabilitation 

precinct in Darwin. The first stage of development will be a new purpose-built Youth Justice Centre. A draft 

concept is provided at Appendix A.  

The site selected by Government for this development is Section 67 in Pinelands. This site is currently located in 

Zone GI (General Industry) and requires a rezoning to Zone CP (Community Purpose) to accommodate the new 

Youth Justice Centre. An area of 24 hectares in the south west corner of Section 67 has been chosen to be 

rezoned for Zone CP, the appropriate zone for this kind of development. The area proposed to be Zone CP 

includes space for buffering of the site. Road access is available from McKinnon Road, however further 
investigation is being undertaken for an alternate road access to the Centre.

The remainder of the site is sought to be rezoned to Zone FD, this will allow for future development and co-

location opportunities for similar services as well as further buffer the proposed Centre. A proposed zoning map of 

the site is shown below.  

Figure 4 Proposed Zones 
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3.3 Site Selection 

Pinelands is centrally located within the population concentrations of the Darwin region including Palmerston, 

Darwin, the Northern Suburbs and the Rural Areas. The area is serviced by Public Transport routes with stops 

along the Stuart Highway. Tiger Brennan Drive also offers a buffer to the site. 

This provides accessibility to visiting friends and families as well as professional service providers. Accessibility is 

important to ensure connectedness to family, culture and community. Ease of access by professional service 

providers to support young people in custody with life skills training, health and wellbeing services and specialist 

rehabilitation programs is also achieved including ready access to education and training providers in the region 

to help young people to be job ready. 

Whist the interface and interactions with the adjoining industry businesses needs to be managed including with 

state-of-the-art security measures, the site location is free from conflict with highly sensitive land uses including 

schools and residences.  

The integration of other similar types of facilities into their surrounds including Banyan House in Berrimah has 

been observed. Locating centres in areas such as Pinelands is a common approach in other locations such as 

Brisbane and Adelaide. 

The site itself has been found appropriate for the Centre. The size allows for the needs of the facility to be 

adequately met including buffering, parking and security measures. Only 24 hectares of the site will be used for 

the Centre (and its buffers), meaning there will be more than 50% of the site remaining for future co-location 

opportunities within the realm of rehabilitation services or an extension of industrial type uses. The added 

advantage of co-location and future development opportunities is the potential economic benefits of new 

development to the Territory.  

The site is currently owned by the Crown, allowing the budget commitments to be spent delivering the built 

infrastructure and avoiding the need for land purchase costs. A subdivision of the site will be sought separately to 

enable development of the Centre.  

Physical characteristics of the land are such that the land is not precluded from development and ease of 

connectivity to existing infrastructure such as water, power and roads. 

The site’s location was therefore considered the most prudent by the NT Government. 
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4 Youth Justice Centre Features 
The intended future development is for a Youth Justice Centre underpinned by the Northern Territory 

Governments imperative to provide opportunity for quality, flexible, effective and cultural appropriate 

rehabilitation for young people. It will be a fit for purpose, contemporary and secure facility. 

The proposed Centre will incorporate the following: 

» Safe and secure accommodation for young people (around 30 people plus overflow capacity) including

appropriate and flexible accommodation rooms

» Self-containment of the Centre within a foot print on the site which is approximately 387m from the eastern

boundary of Section 67 (the foot print is shown on the draft concept at Appendix A)

» An appropriate response of the building siting (including location of outdoor spaces) for the site context

including natural constraints and considerations and the nearby industrial activities

» Unobtrusive and discreet physical and electronic security while achieving the highest standard of safety and

security for young people, staff, visitors and the community

» Site design that lessens the visual impact of the Centre externally but also allows a greater internal

connection to the landscape

» A facility that ensures the safety and wellbeing of Centre staff

» A facility that enables the delivery of therapeutic models of care to make sure young people are physically

and mentally well

» A facility that enables young people to take part in education and training that meets their complex and

varied needs

» A facility that utilises flexible spaces for the delivery of a variety of services and programs that will cater to

different gender, age and cultural backgrounds

» Outdoor areas for recreation and learning

» Space for buffers to the proposed Zone FD land as well as adjoining land

» Appropriate building standards to respond to the characteristics of the site, such as sound attenuation

» Based on the tender requirements for the Centre, the total area of buildings will be around 4,943m².

Accommodation represents about 21% of this space. The remaining buildings are associated facilities such

as administration, visitor areas, kitchens and the like.

The final design will also be informed by the Recommendations of the Royal Commission into the Protection and 

Detention of Children in the Northern Territory and the Northern Territory’s response to them through the Safe, 

Thriving and Connected Plan. 
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5 Technical and Servicing 
Considerations 

To inform the rezoning proposal and feasibility of future development, preliminary research with relevant service 

authorities has been undertaken along with an assessment of relevant particulars.  

Power and Water 

Upgrades and extensions to services will be required and will be undertaken to the satisfaction of Power and 

Water Corporation. Details in respect of service upgrades will be dealt with as part of the subdivision works. Initial 

consultation with Power and Water Corporation do not identify any significant issues with servicing.  

Sewer 

The site is currently not serviced by a reticulated sewer service. An onsite waste water system will be developed 

in conjunction with the design of the Centre. The Department of Health have provided information with respect to 

onsite wastewater systems including the type of system, location and approvals processes.  

Stormwater 

The subject site is within an existing urban area with a well-developed stormwater network in the adjoining areas. 

Internal stormwater management will be required, including erosion and sediment control measures during 

construction phases.  

Storm Surge and Flooding 

The subject site is not affected by storm surge or flooding. 

Access 

Road access is available from McKinnon Road, however further investigation is being undertaken for an alternate 
road access to the Centre.  Alternate options for access and egress include those to and from the Stuart Highway 
and Tiger Brennan Drive.  A detailed traffic impact assessment will be undertaken as part of the design of the 

Centre to address traffic concerns.  

Traffic 

Given the small size of the Centre (30 people plus overflow capacity) it is unlikely that there will be any significant 

traffic issues. A detailed traffic impact assessment will be undertaken as part of the design of the Centre.  An initial 
traffic survey has been undertaken and as a result it is estimated that 75 vehicle movements are expected in and 
out of the facility per day. A further traffic impact assessment will determine the actual movements.

The Northern Territory Government has been developing a concept design for improvements to the Stuart 

Highway to enhance safety and access to Pinelands and Holtze, including heavy vehicle access from the Stuart 

Highway into Pinelands. This project has progressed since being announced in the 2016-17 Budget. Stage 2 of 

consultation recently closed. Stakeholders will be consulted throughout the design phase.  

From interstate, a review of the NSW Transport, Roads and Maritime Services Guide to Traffic Generating 

Developments can provide some insight into possible traffic impacts. If the site was developed for a business park 

or industrial estate which has a regional average of daily total vehicle trips of 7.83 per 100m2 of net floor area, a 

building with a net floor area of 1200m2 on the site would most likely have twice the traffic generation of the 

Centre. What can be taken from this is the potential of the site to be developed in accordance with the current 

zone (Zone GI), would most likely, have greater traffic movements than the proposed Centre. 
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Land Capability 

There is some potential that areas of the site are not well drained during parts of the year. This will be a matter 

to be reviewed in detail as part of the engineering of the site. Given the urban environment an engineering 

solution will overcome the issue, particularly as part of on-site stormwater management.  

Flora and Fauna 

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources has advised that there are some records of onsite or 

nearby vulnerable species. Initial viewpoints were that given the high level of disruption of the site already, that 

these will not be a high risk or a high impediment to development.  

Biting Insects 

The site may be subject to some bitting midge and mosquito issues similarly to areas of nearby Durack. Advice 

from Medical Entomology indicates management measures would include appropriate personal protection or 

avoidance when they are present. This can be factored into the design and operation of the Centre.  

Separation Distances 

The footprint of the Centre is approximately 387m, from the eastern boundary of Section 67. Internal buffering, 

security requirements and onsite configuration of the Centre will see the accommodation component of the 

Centre sited further away. 

Based on the tender requirements for the Centre, the total floor area of buildings will be a minimum of around 

4,943m². Accommodation represents about 21% of this space. The remaining buildings are associated facilities 

such as administration, visitor areas, kitchens and the like. This allows additional distance between the 

accommodation and the nearby uses as well as physical buffering of the accommodation by Centre buildings.  

The NT Environment Protection Authority’s Draft Guideline Recommended Land Use Separation Distances has 

been reviewed. Typically, a proposed separation distance of 500m is applicable to sensitive land uses from the 

types of businesses with the vicinity including galvanising, abrasive blasting and scrap metal recovery. 

Considering that this percentage of the built form (21%) will be located on the western side of the site, over 

500m away and screened by other buildings, it is considered that minimal conflict will arise between the uses. 

Some uses in the vicinity have been categorised as not requiring a separation distance. These uses include 

warehousing and some manufacturing.   
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6 Initial Feedback on the Proposal 
The Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics in consultation with Territory Families sought feedback 

from the nearby land owners and occupiers in Pinelands. Information was obtained through door knocking, 

follow up phone calls, emails and meetings.  

A summary of the stakeholder feedback is provided in the report at Appendix B. Below is the summary of the 

common themes taken from the report. 

The common themes that emerged has been summarised at Appendix B and includes: 

» Concern about the security of adjoining business premises and staff with the establishment of a youth justice

centre nearby

» Concern about the proposed site utilising Crown land that the businesses feel should have been reserved for

future industrial development

» Concern that property values will reduce as a result of the rehabilitation precinct being sited nearby

» Concern that the proposed rehabilitation precinct would prevent the further expansion of Pinelands as an

industrial precinct

» Interest in potential opportunities to acquire adjoining industrial land

» Concern about further release of industrial land (potentially as part of a light industrial buffer zone) devaluing

existing land in the area

» Concern about likely increase in traffic on roads in the vicinity of the proposed development

» Concern about interaction between heavy vehicles in the industrial precinct and light vehicles related to the

rehabilitation precinct

» Some level of support for the proposed development

» Concern that the development of the precinct to service youth justice/alcohol rehabilitation1 will lead to

further similar services relocating to the area.

The feedback sought has revealed a range of views with respect to the proposed rezoning and future 

development, including some in opposition and some in support of the proposal. A number of businesses 

contacted indicated no concern with the proposed land use. 

The common themes and concerns are addressed in turn below. 

Security 

Security for people in the Centre (young people along with visitors and employees) as well as the neighbouring 

properties is a fundamental aspect of the design and operation of the Centre. A fundamental objective of the 

design of the Centre will be to achieve the highest standard of safety and security for the community through the 

use of contemporary, fit-for-purpose and site-specific physical and electronic security systems. Thorough site 

commissioning will occur prior to the sites becoming operational. 

Limitation of Industrial Expansion 

The land is for a Northern Territory Government facility. Future industrial development options exist on the 

currently undeveloped land within Pinelands that could be suitable for separate land release and an extension of 

Pinelands. These include Sections 4260 and 3928 Hundred of Bagot. There are also opportunities for development 

of Section 1157 to the north which is currently in Zone FD and identified in the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan as 

industry. These are shown over page on Figure 4. The draft concept plan for Section 67 also identifies a part of 

the site for future light industrial use.  

1 Alcohol rehabilitation is a use that is being investigated for future co-location on the site. 
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Figure 5 Future Industrial Development Options 

Source: NT Atlas and Spatial Directory 

Property Values 

Property value is a complex matter for land valuers and considers a range of macro and micro economic factors. 
The Centre will be developed with the highest standard of safety and security and will accommodate buffers and 

landscaping. The Centre will be unobtrusive and it not expected to impinge upon the surrounding land.  It is 
unlikely that the development of a Youth Justice Centre in an industrial area on its own, would contribute to 
change in property prices. Several Youth Justice Facilities across Australia are located in close proximity to 
industrial zones including in Brisbane and Adelaide.

Impact on Existing Business in Pinelands 

As above, the Centre will be designed to have little or no impact on the surrounding land whilst inwardly providing 

a high-quality rehabilitation environment. In this regard the detailed design of the Centre will ensure building 

siting and configuration best accommodates the opportunities and challenges of the site.  

Locating centres in industrial areas such as Pinelands is a common approach in other locations such as Brisbane 

and Adelaide. An appropriate response to site context including nearby industrial activities will be part of 

developing the design.  

The Centre will be self-contained within a foot print on the site which is approximately 387m from the eastern 

boundary of Section 67. 

Interest in Land Acquisition Opportunities  

Interest in acquisition of land opportunities are noted. 

Impacts of Further Industrial Land Releases 

The draft concept indicates some land may become Zone LI in the future however this is not proposed as part of 

this application.  

Increase in Traffic 

The proposed Centre will cater for 30 people plus overflow capacity. This is not a large facility and the number of 

vehicle movements to the site will not be excessive in the context of Pinelands and the Stuart Highway, compared 

to the development potential of the site for industry. Traffic issues are discussed in more detail above under 

section 5 of this report.
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Interactions of Heavy and Light Vehicles 

Interactions between heavy vehicles and light vehicles already occurs in Pinelands. The Northern Territory 

Governments project discussed on section 5 above that is seeking to enhance safety and access to Pinelands for 

heavy vehicles will contribute to an overall improved level of safety for Pinelands.  

Review of visitation information for the current facility reveals that visitors travel to the site by bus in the order of 

10 trips per week.  

Support for the Proposal 

The support for the project including increased business opportunities associated with construction and operation 

of the facility and the other future development of the land.  

Co-location of Similar Uses 

In a planning context, the particulars of any future development of the site is a relevant consideration at a later 

date.  

Public exhibition of this proposal will allow interested parties to make formal submissions for consideration. 
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7 Assessment against Relevant 
Legislation and Strategies 

7.1 Planning Act 

The object of the Planning Act is to plan for, and provide a framework of controls for, the orderly use and 

development of land. The objects to achieve this include strategic planning, effective controls and guidelines for 

the appropriate use of land, sustainability, protection of the environment, minimising adverse impacts, 

engagement with the community and fair and open processes. The Northern Territory Planning Scheme is the 

principle document for the delivery of these mechanisms. 

Part 2, Divisions 2 to 5 of the Planning Act outline the manner of how the Northern Territory Planning Scheme 

can be amended.  

Assessment 

In accordance with the Planning Act it is requested that the proposal be placed on exhibition for a period of 28 

days.  This will allow the community and services authorities to make any comments in relation to the proposal. 

7.2 Northern Territory Planning Scheme 

7.2.1 Planning Principles and Frameworks 

The Northern Territory Planning Scheme contains in Part 2 overarching planning principles and frameworks that 

use and development should have regard to (as informed by the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015). These are 

relevant to considering a request for a planning scheme amendment as it can be demonstrated that future 

development that is expected to occur as a result of the amendment will be consistent with them. 

For example, Northern Territory wide principles and framework reflects sustainability, protection of the 

environment, efficient use of land and infrastructure and amenity. The associated framework diagram shows the 

site is in an area of urban activities.  

The more specific principles and policies for the Darwin Region reflect current major public use (or community 

purpose) uses such as Royal Darwin Hospital. The scale does not reflect growth to the detail of this proposal. 

Furthermore, the Darwin Region principles suggest augmenting community uses in existing activity centres or 

promoting efficient expansion of existing services and infrastructure (such as community services).  

In relation to industrial uses a principle that seeks to provide a range of opportunities for future industrial 

development that is appropriately connected to infrastructure assets including arterial roads, port and rail facilities 

and necessary utilities is incorporated.  

Assessment 

The proposed amendment is considered to be consistent with the Planning Principles and Frameworks by 

providing for efficient utilisation of infrastructure and services by locating the proposed Centre in an established 

area where infrastructure upgrades will service additional development. It is not considered appropriate to locate 

the facility in established centres with high population concentrations.  

Amenity, along with privacy and security measures will be an integral part of the design of the Centre. 

The principles and frameworks do not provide the detail to guide land uses specifically at this level of detail 

however the proposal is an extension of urban type uses, consistent with the framework. 
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In regard to specific industrial principles it is important to note that the proposal will not frustrate achievement of 

a range of opportunities for future industrial development that is appropriately connected to infrastructure asset 

including at Pinelands and in the Greater Darwin area.   

7.2.2 Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 

The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 (DRLUP) is a policy document contained within the Northern Territory 

Planning Scheme. The land use structure diagrams within the document show the site for industry.  

In relation to community facilities, DRLUP outlines the following key objectives: 

» maintain a high standard of community service provision through: appropriate provision and management of

regional recreation facilities to encourage involvement of residents in sport, and to provide for healthy living

and premier sporting activities

» encouraging the co-location of recreation facilities with other community uses particularly schools to

maximise potential for multi-use

» recognising the role of parks and reserves in meeting the recreation needs of the community

» appropriate provision of land for schools, child care centres, aged care and facilities for seniors and other

community facilities via detailed plans for future urban and peri-urban areas, and in association with infill

development and urban and rural activity centres

Assessment 

This application acknowledges that the Land Use Structure in DRLUP shows the site for industry. In this regard, 

the imperative of the proposal to provide for a regional level facility that is not an everyday planning 

consideration needs to be acknowledged. In this regard, the community facilities objectives of DRLUP do not 

adequately reflect considerations for this proposal should alternatives be sought.  

Providing for a purpose built, fit for purpose, contemporary and secure facility will provide for a high standard of 

rehabilitation services, which reflects the sentiment of the approach to community service in the DRLUP. 

This is will be a regional facility and the planning for the provision of land for this facility does not occur at the 

level of detailed activity centre plans.  
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8 Conclusion 
This Planning Scheme Amendment seeks to rezone Section 67 (125 McFarland Road, Pinelands) Hundred of Bagot 

to facilitate the future development of the site for a new Youth Justice Centre. The zones proposed include Zone 

CP (Community Purpose) for the proposed Youth Justice Centre site and FD (Future Development) for the 

remainder of the site.  

This application has demonstrated that the proposal generally complies with the objectives of relevant planning 

documents and policies and has expressed the rationale for seeking to rezone the site. No immediate technical or 

servicing concerns are identified.  

It is recommended that this proposal be viewed favourably to support the approval of this application.   
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Appendices 
A Draft Concept Plan 

B Stakeholder feedback summary 
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PRINCIPLES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SECTION 67
Ob j e c t i v e Ac c e p tA b l e Re s p O n s e

LAND USE • Provide for the
establishment of
a rehabilitation
precinct

• Facilities for the rehabilitation of youth or other 
groups are developed generally in accordance 
with the concept.

• A development exclusion buffer is to be provided
around the youth rehabilitation precinct, as
generally shown in the concept.

• Other uses in the expansion area shown on the
concept are limited to those ancillary to rehabilitation.

• Land associated with the rehabilitation area will
be rezoned from Zone GI (General Industry) to an
appropriate zone.

• Ensure
appropriate
separation
and transition
between
rehabilitation
uses and
existing general
industry land
use

• An appropriate transition, in accordance with
the NT EPA Separation Distance Guidelines, is
provided on section 67 between the rehabilitation
facility/s and any existing or future general
industrial development on adjoining land.

• Light industry or service commercial land uses
may be established on the eastern boundary
of the site as a transition use, as shown on the
concept, in a manner consistent with the NT EPA
Separation Distance Guidelines.

• Provides opportunities for service providers and allied
businesses to co-locate within the transition zone.

TRANSPORT • Establish an
appropriate
road network

• Access from the Stuart Highway is to be provided
by extending McKinnon Road into the site.

•  Provisions for safe cyclist and pedestrian movement 
are to be provided within road reservations.  

• The local road network provides and protects
opportunities for appropriate interconnectivity in
the broader locality.

STRATEGIC 
REGIONAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Ensure
development
does not
compromise
the provision
of strategic
regional
infrastructure
corridors

• Zoning of identified transport and utility corridors
on Portion 1157, Hundred of Bagot, is to be
extended across the site.

DISTRICT 
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Provide for
the required
level of district
infrastructure

•  Infrastructure is designed to allow future
connections to reticulated networks.

ENVIRONMENT • Minimise adverse
impacts of
development on
the environment

• Significant stands of remnant vegetation are retained

• Development is designed, and construction
managed, to mitigate negative downstream
impacts of stormwater.
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Summary 

Northern Territory Government is working to deliver a fit for purpose, contemporary and 
secure rehabilitation precinct in Darwin. The proposed site for the rehabilitation precinct is Lot 
67, Hundred of Bagot, Pinelands. 
It is proposed that the new precinct would include a new youth justice centre and an alcohol 
rehabilitation centre. The youth justice centre would replace the previously planned centre at 
the former Don Dale Youth Detention Centre at Berrimah. 
Communication with stakeholders has been undertaken in three main stages; 

Stage 1 

Face to face meetings were held on Wednesday August 8 2018 with occupants and owner 
occupants of properties on McKinnon Road and Stuart Highway Pinelands which directly 
neighbour the boundary of the proposed site. The meetings were carried out during a 
doorknock of the area by Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics (DIPL) and 
Department of Territory Families (DTF) personnel. 
Further communications with property owners and occupiers was also undertaken via phone 
and email. 
A fact sheet and the draft Master Plan for the site was provided to the stakeholders, and they 
were provided the opportunity to offer their feedback in addition to contact details should 
they wish to provide feedback at a later stage. 
This activity will help gauge the level of support, opposition or ambivalence to the facility 
being located at the proposed site and promoted opportunities for submissions to be made 
through the rezoning and development consent process. 
The key objectives were to; 

• Provide information to affected stakeholders about the proposed development.
• Provide affected stakeholders with a conduit through which they can provide

comments and feedback, and raise any concerns.
• Garner feedback for agencies and Government to consider in relation to the proposed

development.
• Identify any sensitive receptors and other stakeholders with whom communication and

engagement by responsible agency would be required during the future construction
of the facility.

• Identify interest in opportunities to promote the potential for service providers and
interested businesses to co-locate within the precinct.

There were 22 businesses and owners contacted in this stage who directly neighbored the 
proposed site. 

Stage 2 

On Wednesday October 3 and Thursday October 4 a letterbox drop of all accessible premises 
in the Pinelands precinct and some premises in neighboring Holtze was undertaken so that all 
businesses in this area would have access to accurate information information about the 
proposed rehabilitation precinct. 
A double-sided fact sheet was delivered which included information about the proposed Youth 
Justice Centre and proposed rehabilitation precinct on one side, including information about 
the planning processes required for rezoning and subdivision and noting that a public 



exhibition period would be held inviting public comment. The other side of the fact sheet 
included information about the Pinelands heavy vehicle project and its consultation process, 
which involves the same stakeholders in the precinct.  
The fact sheet included contact details for the department should businesses wish to obtain 
further information. 
Approximately 583 premises were included in this letterbox drop. 

Stage 3 

Face to face meetings were held with Pinelands stakeholders whom requested to meet with 
departmental representatives at their Pinelands business premises after the letterbox drop to 
discuss the proposed rehabilitation precinct in more detail. 
There were six businesses which contacted DIPL seeking meetings. These meetings were held 
at each business’ premises with representatives of DIPL and Territory Families. 

Key findings 

Over the months from August to November, stakeholders in the Pinelands precinct have 
expressed a range of different views about the proposed development. Common themes 
which emerged included; 

• Concern about the security of adjoining business premises and staff with the
establishment of a youth justice centre nearby.

• Concern about the proposed site utilizing Crown land that the businesses feel should
have been reserved for future industrial development.

• Concern that property values will reduce as a result of the rehabilitation precinct being
sited nearby.

• Concern that the proposed rehabilitation precinct would prevent the further expansion
of Pinelands as an industrial precinct.

• Interest in potential opportunities to acquire adjoining industrial land.
• Concern about further release of industrial land (potentially as part of a light industrial

buffer zone) devaluing existing land in the area.
• Concern about likely increase in traffic on roads in the vicinity of the proposed

development.
• Concern about interaction between heavy vehicles in the industrial precinct and light

vehicles related to the rehabilitation precinct.
• Some level of support for the proposed development.
• Concern that the development of the precinct to service youth justice/alcohol

rehabilitation will lead to further similar services relocating to the area.



To protect the privacy of stakeholders, names of persons and businesses have been removed 
from the below excerpts from meetings, phone conversations and face to face conversations. 

Stage of meeting Excerpts from discussion 

Stage 1 • Questioned how power, water and sewer services could
be provided for the proposed development.

• Views the proposed development as inappropriate for the
area.

• Believes adjoining landowners should have been
consulted prior to the site being selected as the proposed
location.

Stage 1 • Concerned about security in the area with proposed
youth justice facility.

• Business was previously located in Berrimah near alcohol
rehab facility and had some issues with visitors parking
inappropriately and behaviour of visitors in vicinity.

Stage 1 • Concerned about impact on security.
• Concerned about impact on land values.
• Concerned that precinct would attract undesirable visitors

to area.
• Believes industrial precinct is not appropriate location.
• Previously business has been located next to alcohol

rehabilitation facility and felt that visitors were
undesirable and loitered in area.

Stage 1 • Concerned about access for road trains in the area and a
potential conflict with light vehicles visiting the proposed
facility.

• Concerned about the development increasing traffic on
McKinnon Road.

• Emphasises that road safety and traffic
management/interaction between heavy and light
vehicles in the area needed to be a key consideration in
planning for the facility.

Stage 1 • Concerned about security, attracting undesirable element
to area

Stage 1 • Business is moving outside of Pinelands to new location
shortly – unconcerned about proposed development.

Stakeholder meeting summary 



Stage of meeting Excerpts from discussion 

 Stage 1 • Concerned about security as this business has previously
suffered break-ins

Stage 1 • Supportive of proposed development
• Interested in any opportunities for subcontracted work on

facility

• Supportive of proposed development, pleased to see
land being developed

Stage 1 • Supportive of proposed development. No concerns.

Stage 1 • Manager/owner not present when we visited. Left
information with staffer and have subsequently emailed
owner with information.

Stage 1 • Supportive of proposed development
• Interested in opportunities to acquire light industrial land

proposed as part of buffer zone.

Stage 1 • Concerned about security and whether business will need
to upgrade its security due to increased risk

• Concerned about visitors that youth justice and alcohol
rehabilitation facility may attract

• Interested in any opportunities to acquire additional
industrial zoned land, particularly proposed light
industrial buffer zone.

Stage 1 • Administration officer took material on behalf of owner,
advised it would be passed on and if any concerns or
queries they would be in touch

Stage 1 • Concerned about security
• Advised that large amount of fuel is stored on premises
• Advised of plans to store aviation fuel (AvGas) at facility

in future

Stage 1 • Security is main priority as high value goods stored on
site as part of moving business

Stage 1 • Supportive of the proposed development
• No concerns



Stage of meeting Excerpts from discussion 

Stage 1 • Concerned about planned release of light industrial land
around the buffer of the proposed facility. Concern is
that there is too much land being released in Darwin,
devaluing current investments.

Stage 1 • Supportive of proposed development and very pleased
Government has announced proposed site

• Supportive of proposed development, pleased that a
location for the new Youth Justice Centre has been
chosen

Stage 3 • Annoyed businesses were not consulted about the
proposed site earlier.

• Concerned about access to the proposed facility via
McKinnon Road and potential danger from interactions
between heavy vehicles and light vehicles/pedestrians
passing through the industrial estate whilst visiting the
proposed facility.

• Concerned that a potential rehabilitation precinct has
been promoted as a potential use of the site and is
concerned that an alcohol rehabilitation centre may
potentially be included on the site as a longer term
possibility.

• Feels that the current Don Dale site at Berrimah or near
the adult prison at Holtze would be more appropriate
locations for the new Youth Justice Centre. Suggested
that a previous correctional facility at Gunn Point had
been successful and suggested further pursuing that
location.

• Considers the crown land which is proposed for rezoning
as prime industrial land which he had believed may have
been developed in future to extend the Pinelands
industrial estate. Concerned that utilising the crown land
for a Youth Justice Centre may prevent further expansion
of the Pinelands industrial estate.

• Concerned about potential decrease in value of his land
due to its proximity to the Youth Justice Centre should it
be sited at the Pinelands location.



Stage of meeting Excerpts from discussion 

• Concerned that a curfew could be implemented in the
Pinelands estate preventing businesses from operating 24
hours if a Youth Justice Centre is established nearby.

Stage 3 • Concerned about lack of consultation with local
businesses before preferred site was announced.

• Concerned about safety of staff at businesses if Youth
Justice Centre is located at proposed site in case
detainees break out of the centre.

• Concerned that land may be devalued if Youth Justice
Centre is located at proposed site.

• Concerned that an alcohol rehabilitation facility may be
included on the site in future, and also concerned this
may lead to further future rehabilitative centres on the
site.

• Raised issue of fears a curfew for the Pinelands industrial
precinct could be implemented if Youth Justice Centre is
sited there if detainees are unable to sleep at night due
to industrial noise.

• Concerned about interaction between Youth Justice
Centre traffic and heavy vehicles in precinct and
concerned that increased traffic will be generated.

• Worried that visitors to the Youth Justice Centre would
potentially look for places they could commit crimes/steal
from businesses in the precinct if they were passing
through the industrial area en route to the centre.

• Already very concerned about impacts of youth crime on
the community generally and fear that there will be
further crimes committed in the area if Youth Justice
Centre is established in Pinelands.

• Questioned why existing Don Dale site in Berrimah
cannot be re purposed/invested in to keep the centre
there.

• Discussed success of previous correctional facilities in
rural settings (mentioned Wildman River/Beatrice
Hill/Gunn Point) and expressed view that these facilities
are more appropriate.

Stage 3 • Disappointed there was no consultation of local
businesses prior to the announcement that Pinelands was
the preferred site for the facility.

• Broadly supportive of the facility being sited in Pinelands.
• Has several Indigenous employees whom he believes

could be good role models for youth detainees.



Stage of meeting Excerpts from discussion 

• Would be interested in further discussing potential
training partnership opportunities at the new centre.

Stage 3 • Concerned about interactions between heavy vehicles
and pedestrians and light vehicles visiting the future
youth justice centre via the future extension of McKinnon
Road.

• Concerned about visitors to the facility being
“undesirable” people who he fears may “case” his
premises for future burglaries.

• Concerned about the potential future alcohol
rehabilitation facility than the youth justice centre,
however feels that both are inappropriate for an
industrial area.

• Business was previously located next to an alcohol
treatment facility and drug rehabilitation facility in
Berrimah before moving to Pinelands and he says he had
negative experiences with visitors and clients who he
believed were affected by substances spending time
around his business.

Stage 3 • Strongly opposed to the proposed facility being located
in Pinelands.

• Has a range of concerns including her personal safety
and that of her staff as she fears that youth escaping
from the centre may attack businesses in the area.

• Believes that the crown land where the centre is
proposed should only be used for industrial purposes and
is angry that she purchased her premises with her belief
that the crown land would eventually be developed as
industrial land.

• Claims that if the land is rezoned and the land is
developed as proposed, surrounding land and businesses
will experience drops in value and will have to close their
doors.

Stage 3 • Concerned that there is currently a large volume of road
train traffic in the Pinelands precinct and that proposed
centre would increase traffic and that interaction with
light vehicles/visitors to the proposed centre location
would be unsafe.

• Has undertaken monitoring of traffic in precinct and
recorded 411 movements in one direction and over 1000
in the other direction.



Stage of meeting Excerpts from discussion 

• Fears that land/property values will reduce in the precinct
if Youth Justice Centre is located at proposed site.

• Expressed view that rural locations are better suited for
correctional facilities.

• Believes Youth Justice Centre should be sited at Holtze
near adult facility or that existing don Dale site at
Berrimah should be redeveloped.

• Believes that if Youth Justice Centre is to be located at
proposed site then it should be accessed by its own
access road rather than McKinnon Road.

• Concerned that use of crown land proposed for the site
would be better suited to industrial and that he had
invested in Pinelands with the belief that it would expand
as an industrial precinct.

• Concerned that planning commission process for
rezoning may occur close to Christmas period and that
some people may miss opportunity to make submissions.

Stage 3 • Concern regarding how traffic would be managed if
Youth Justice Centre is built at proposed site, including
interaction between heavy and light vehicles and
industrial traffic/traffic related to Youth Justice Centre.

• Concern about a noise curfew being imposed on
Pinelands industrial businesses if Youth Justice Centre is
sited there.

• Feels that Government has not sufficiently considered the
views of the Pinelands business community in regards to
the Youth Justice Centre.

• Concern that emergency situations (including a fire) could
occur in the industrial precinct and this would not be
compatible with Youth Justice Centre use/concerned
about access and procedures in an emergency.

• Believes a separate access road needs to be constructed
if the Youth Justice Centre is built at Pinelands and does
not agree with access from McKinnon Road.

• Believes Youth Justice Centre should be built at the
current Don Dale site in Berrimah.

• Fears that the proposed Youth Justice Centre may have a
negative impact on Pinelands property values if built at
the proposed location.

• Concern about security of proposed facility and the safety
of business owners/customers/visitors in Pinelands if
there is a breakout.

• Believes not enough thought and analysis has been
applied in selecting Pinelands as the preferred site for
Youth Justice Centre.



Stage of meeting Excerpts from discussion 

• Concerned about potential hazards with chemicals in
industrial estate.

• Believes no business in the Pinelands industrial estate
would be willing to be involved in training/work
placements for Youth Justice Centre.

• Concerned generally about youth crime/youth
unemployment.

• Expressed support for a new Youth Justice Centre located
elsewhere.

• Believes decision has already been made to site the
proposed facility in Pinelands.

• Believes future school site at Berrimah should be
relocated so that Youth Justice Centre can be rebuilt at
current location.

• Concerned about women working alone at night in
Pinelands industrial estate if Youth Justice Centre is
located there.

• Believes that the heavy vehicle project outcome is
influenced by Youth Justice Centre project.

• Disappointed that investment has been made in
Pinelands and that local businesses have employed many
people and contributed to economy and feels cut out of
the process in considering the location for the Youth
Justice Centre.

Next steps 

As per the communications implementation plan for release of the design tender for the 
proposed Pinelands rehabilitation precinct, DIPL communications will conduct a letterbox drop 
of all accessible properties in Pinelands and Holtze to inform them of the public exhibition 
period for the rezoning of the proposed site so that they are aware of the opportunity to make 
submissions. As per usual planning process, this will also be advertised in the Northern 
Territory News. 
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PROPOSED NEW YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE AND

AI.COHOL REHABILITATION CENTRE

Section 67 #125 McFarland Road, Pinelands
Objection to Application to the Planning Consent Authority to
-Rezone from Gl to Zone CP and FD
-Subdivision to create three lots

To the Chairperson,
Development Consent AuthoritY,

I object to the Rezoning and Placement of the above mentioned Centres in

Pinelands for the following reasons:-

o Adjoining landowners should have been consulted before the site was chosen

o Landowners views have not been considered by the Government

o The Consultation process was ad hoc

o lt is inappropriate for the Youth Justice Centre to be located next to an
I nd ustrial Subdivision

o Not enough thought and analysis has been applied in selecting Pinelands site

o The site of the Youth Justice Centre will be only 800 metres from the
residential suburb of Durack

o The proposa! rezones Genera! !ndustry land,,.,,.,hich Palnner"ston u.,i!l lose .

Palmerston Residents will have to travel further to work each day.

o P1evenis the expansion of the Pineiands indusii'iai Estate as oi'iginaiiy
planned

o independent advice from members of the Real Estate lndustry says that it wiii

devalue adjoining General lndustry Zoned land.

o eoneerned about Security, as it wi!! attract undesirables to the area

o Concerned about Staff safety after recent break outs from existing Don Dale.

o Clash between Heavy Vehicles/Road Trains and Light Vehicles/Pedestrians

c The euri'ent Dsn Dele Siie ai Berrimah, or near the Adult Prison ai Holtze are
more appropriate iocations for the Youth Justice Centre.



o Several Existing Businesses have the need to work 24 Hours a day for weeks
at a time. Concerned a curfew may be imposed.

o Concerned that the Youth Justice and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre may
further expand into a Justice Precinct which would destroy the value of the
rest of the subdivision.

o Worried about Visitors to the Centre would case Businesses for potential
burglaries.

o Purchased land in the area in the belief that the Crown Land would be further
developed into lndustrial Land as originally proposed.

r C e +rut fro DRE0!4 e+a88+$22
79 Anu KTNNoA/ (.p ?rcte LLr)?l l'.)'T' O82 7

oF . art/r€oq 5A@ fwai(:"Cen
Formally object to having a youth detention centre and alcohol rehabilitation centre in
Pinelands.

Lands Planning

Email to:- planninq.ntq@nt.gov.au
Phone:- 8999 8963
Closing date for submissions Friday 14th December at Midnight.



Top End R.A.C.E.  
Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, Electrical. 
Darwin, Northern Territory.  
Phone: - 08 8946 5400 
Fax: - 08 8931 2100 
Email: - admin@topendrace.com.au 

Wednesday 12th December 2018 

The Chairperson, 
Development Consent Authority, 

RE: - Proposed New Youth Justice Centre and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
I am writing to express my objection to the above-mentioned facilities proposed to be built 

on Section 67 #125 McFarland Road, Pinelands. 

I object to the Rezoning and Placement of the Centres in Pinelands for the following reasons:- 

o To date there has been no consultation with our business with regard to the rezoning or the
development. As an adjoining landowner in the area I believe that we should have been
consulted before the site was chosen and our feedback be taken into account.

o Local businesses and landowners’ views have not been considered by the Government
and instead they appear to be wanting to run rough-shod over local residents, land owners
and businesses without any consideration for the impact on these people or the adjoining
community.

o The Consultation process was ad hoc to the point of being non-existent for many in the
area. As stated above we have had no consultation in this process, neither myself, my
business partner nor my staff have been approached for their views on the changes
proposed in our area.

o It is inappropriate for the Youth Justice Centre to be located next to an Industrial
Subdivision. This type of facility has traditionally been built away from developed areas for
good reason. To have it built in an existing industrial subdivision will create the potential for
a dangerous mix of light vehicle and pedestrian traffic with the heavy vehicle traffic
associated with industrial enterprise.

o Not enough thought and analysis has been applied in selecting Pinelands site. This site
should be further developed for industrial purposes to support the growing needs of the
City of Palmerston and surrounds. The have this land dedicated to what is essentially a
Prison Facility is a waste of land resources and completely unfit for the needs of the area.

o The residents of Durack should not be subjected to having the site of the new Youth
Justice Centre only 800 metres from their residential homes. This is completely
inappropriate and will devalue each and every home in the area.

o The proposed rezoning takes General Industry land, which Palmerston will lose and turns it
into a development that is completely undesirable for the Palmerston area. If this land
remains as General industry the opportunity is there for future job creation that Palmerston
Residents will be able to take advantage of and as such have to less travel to work each
day.



Top End R.A.C.E.  
Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, Electrical. 
Darwin, Northern Territory.  
Phone: - 08 8946 5400 
Fax: - 08 8931 2100 
Email: - admin@topendrace.com.au 

o There has been independent consultation from members of the Real Estate Industry which
definitively indicates that this development will devalue adjoining General Industry Zoned
land and the suburb of Durack in its entirety. For the people of these areas this is an
unacceptable outcome and proves that the Government has no concern or consideration
for the people that it was elected to serve.

o All people in the area that I have spoken to have grave concerns about security, as there is
significant worry that it will attract undesirable influences on the area. Hand in hand with
this is the worthy concern regarding Staff and Resident safety after recent break outs and
riots from existing Don Dale Centre. These concerns are not unfounded and as yet there is
nothing to suggest that a new centre will prevent this issue. History supports the view that
these issues will continue regardless.

o There are far more appropriate sites for this facility. Redevelopment of the current Don
Dale Site at Berrimah would be far more appropriate that putting the facility adjacent to and
existing industrial site and residential suburb however if this is deemed unsuited surely the
vacant land adjacent to the Adult Prison at Holtze is a more appropriate location.

o Due to the nature of business and the dire financial state of the economy several existing
businesses in this area have the need to work 24 Hours a day for weeks at a time in order
to meet their commitments. As such there is concerned that a curfew may be imposed thus
causing further financial hardship for businesses that will inevitably lead to fewer viable
businesses and less employment for Territorians.

In summary if this development is to proceed it will result in a great number of negative outcomes 
for those Territorians who have chosen to run their businesses from or live adjacent to the area. 
Their properties and businesses will be devalued, their feeling of wellbeing and safety will be 
diminished, their ability to achieve their goals will be in doubt and their sense of inclusion in the 
decision making process will be completely destroyed.  

Should you wish to discuss any of the above with me I would be only to happy to provide further 
input to the Development Consent Authority regarding this development. 

Regards 

Andy Armstrong 
Director 
Top End Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Electrical 
Mob. 0438 153 022. 
Office. 8984 4800. 
Fax. 8984 3100. 
Email. andy@topendrace.com.au 

mailto:andy@topendrace.com.au














OBJECTION 

 PROPOSED 
YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE AND  

ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTRE 

AND RECONFIGURING OF SERVICE LANES TO 
STUART HIGHWAY 
Section 67 #125 McFarland Road, Pinelands 

 Application to the Planning Commission to 
-Rezone from GI to Zone CP and FD

And the application to the Development Consent Authority 
-Subdivision to create three lots

Dear Chairperson, 

I wish to submit a formal objection to the above proposal, on behalf of the Business 
people of Pinelands, and, the people of Durack who don’t know about it yet because they 
weren’t Consulted. 

There is no strategic advantage in placing the Youth Justice Centre and Alcohol 
Rehabilitation Centre adjacent to Pinelands. 

The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 identifies the subject lot as Zoned for 
General Industry as a future extension of the Pinelands General Industry Zone. There are 
very many reasons for this and they are justified. 

There are various arguments for the ‘central’ location but they don’t stack up. 
Societies problems are not the fault of the Business people and employees of Pinelands, so 
these problems shouldn’t be imposed on them.  

They have a right to be heard, and contrary to the NT Planning Act, this hasn’t 
happened.  

The application as submitted, is at odds with the following documents. 
• NT Planning Scheme
• Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015
• Community Safety Design Guide



• NT Planning Act 
 
 
 
 

NT PLANNING SCHEME 
1. The administration of the scheme is to contribute to safe communities. 

By putting a Youth Detention Centre and an Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre next to an 
area zoned General Industry, you are not contributing to a safe community as 
Business becomes a target for the undesirable element and the at risk element, that 
these two uses attract. ‘Casing ‘ premises for burglary opportunities is a reality. There 
are women Business owners in the subdivision who regularly work late at night, 
putting them at risk. The bus stop is on the Stuart Highway which means visitors and 
clients have to walk approximately one kilometre through a General Industry area to 
get to the two Centres, putting them in danger from the Heavy goods vehicles, road 
trains etc. that are the stock and trade of a General Industry Zone. 

At the Hibiscus Shopping Centre an incident happened where an at risk 
individual fell asleep underneath a parked semi trailer in a loading dock. He was 
subsequently run over and killed. The Truck Driver is now liable, as are the Company 
he was delivering for. The penalties are anywhere up to $1.5 million. This case is still 
going through the courts 

Putting these two incompatible Zones together under such circumstances is 
reckless and dangerous. At risk individuals and Heavy Vehicles don’t mix. Virtually all 
these properties have 6 metre or 9 metre wide front entrance gates, most have heavy 
machinery, road trains going in and out constantly. Closing the gates to prevent at 
risk individuals from stumbling in is not practical. Managing at risk individuals with 
constant heavy machinery movements is a clash of opposites that cant be managed. 
Risk Management in this case is the Governments responsibility, as what they 
propose could lead to someones death, and ruining other peoples lives. Thats 
another reason this whole proposal should be rejected.  
 
 
 

2. Commercial Primary production and industrial diversity servicing community 
needs and export potential 

3. It should facilitate the supply of sufficient land for industrial uses so that the 
subdivision of land is cost effective and maximises the value of public and private 
investment. 

As per the Darwin Regional use plan, the site proposed for the jail was always meant 
to be for the eventual expansion of the General Industry land in pinelands. General 
Industry Zones are where Society does all its heavy lifting. Larger General Industry 
Zones are more cost effective as businesses co share on projects ie purchase steel 
from supplier, fabricate base unit, wheel around to sand blaster, paint, wheel around 
to contractor for electrical fit off, back to workshop for final fit off, Trucking Company 
picks it up to deliver to purchaser. All done within Pinelands itself, rather than going 
to Winnellie or East Arm and back. The larger the Zone the more co sharing can 
happen. It brings efficiencies in less vehicle travel, less downtime and consequently a 



larger General Industry Zone has a higher Capital Value and lower cost between co 
sharing Businesses.  
The services in this area are already there to extend the Pinelands subdivision. No 
wasteful buffer Zones required.  

4. Must reflect the commitments of the capital city charter to the achievement of 
good urban design outcomes. 
A General Industry subdivision is where society does its heavy lifting. The Businesses 
in this Zone are manual labour intensive, and the source of high employment. It is 
essential in modern good urban design terms  to have a Zone like this near 
Residential Zones so people can walk to work, ride their bike etc A bridge over Tiger 
Brennan Drive from Durack would help this outcome. To take away the extension of 
the General Industry Subdivision as per the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan is a 
backward step in Planning terms creating longer trips to work in other General 
Industry Subdivisions such as Winnellie or East Arm. 

None of these things have been taken into consideration in the preparation of these 
planning submissions 
 
 
 

DARWIN REGIONAL LAND USE PLAN 2015 
 

5. Focus on creating economic growth and community growth 
See comment 2,3 above 

6. Reduce the need for Commute travel 
See Comments in 4. Above. 

7. Provide confidence and direction for investors 
If you ignore the requirements of the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan then you 
destroy confidence and direction for investors. The DRLUP has been put together 
over many decades and paid for by the taxpayer. It gives the public and investors 
confidence in the vision and the direction of Government Agencies, and certainty 
for the future. Pinelands Businesses have invested close to a Billion dollars in their 
properties based on this certainty, and the eventual extension of the general 
Industry Zone, and this proposal doesn’t understand that. 

8. Provide alternatives to car travel 
See comments in 4. Above. 

9. Walkable neighbourhoods 
See comments in 4. Above. 

10. Establishing certainty with respect to long term policies is a key ingredient for 
successful and appropriate regional growth 
See comments in 7. above 

11. A sustainable local Community 
See comments in 4. Above. 

None of these things have been taken into consideration in the preparation of these 
planning submissions 
 
 
 



COMMUNITY SAFETY DESIGN GUIDE 

See comments in 1 above 

NT PLANNING ACT 

12. ‘The objects of the Act be achieved by ensuring that Planning reflects the wishes
and needs of the Community through appropriate Consultation and input in both
the formulation and implementation of planning schemes and that the decision
making is fair and open’.

There has been no consultation with the people of Durack who are having a jail built 800 
metres away from them. 
The Consultation with Pinelands Business owners was ad hoc, unscientific and beggars 
belief. The few public meetings that were called, were concerning the traffic and road 
changes the Government wish to make, and the jail was mentioned at the end of the last 
meeting as an afterthought. 
The media release for the announcement of the jail location at Pinelands happened two 
hours after Business owners were advised of the proposal. 

As far as the Business owners knew, it was being built on the existing Don Dale site, as that 
is what the Minister said in a press release in February 2018. 
The Minister subsequently suggested on the radio that ‘we didn’t want the public to know 
as we didn’t want the back lash’ or words to that effect. 

To not meet the requirements of the Act when the General public is bound by the Act is 
atrocious form.  
Acts aren’t guidelines, they are the law. 

LAND VALUE 
INDUSTRIAL 
An interview with two Commercial Real Estate Professionals revealed the following 
consensus between the two:- 

13. The positioning of the jail next to General Industry land will have a negative effect
on the value of the land.

14. It will diminish the desirability due to safety fears
15. It will burden the area with additional light vehicle traffic which is an issue with road

trains and heavy vehicles
16. It will burden the area with additional pedestrian traffic which is an issue with road

trains and heavy traffic



17. The proposed alteration to road networks would also have a catastrophic effect on 
accessibility and logistics. 

 
 
LAND VALUE INDUSTRIAL IN FIGURES 
Pinelands Current General Industry Zone consists of around 1.5 million m2 gross in area. 
 
Total value of land and improvements on properties is approaching $1 Billion invested by 
private enterprise. 
If the value of the properties decreases by 10% then that’s a $100 Million loss by private 
enterprise because of this proposal imposed by Government. 
These are estimates based on surmises 
 
LAND VALUE 
RESIDENTIAL 
 
An interview with a real estate Professional revealed the following:- 
 
Q:- If a jail is built 800 metres from the suburb of Durack, will that have a negative effect on 
land values? 
 
A:- Absolutely 
 
LAND VALUE RESIDENTIAL IN FIGURES 
Durack consists  of around 1000 houses and units 
 
Total value of land and improvements on properties is approaching $400 Million invested by 
private individuals. 
If the value of the properties decreases by 4% then that’s a $16 Million loss by private 
individuals over this proposal imposed by Government. 
These are estimates based on surmises 
 
The people of Durack were never Consulted. 
 
 
CITY OF PALMERSTON WINNERS OR LOSERS? 
If the Pinelands General Industry extension is completed. It will mean an extra 100 
properties paying rates in ongoing revenue to the Council. Plus local jobs for workers who 
will buy houses in the area and pay rates, etc.  
If the Jail goes ahead they get nothing because the Northern Territory Government does not 
pay rates on its Buildings. 
 
 



 
 
NORTHERN TERRITORY ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AUTHORITY 

18. The Northern Territory Environmental Protection Authority, publishes a Guideline 
‘recommended land use separation distances’ the Planning submission addresses 
this partly, and gets it wrong. Calculations that we have done render the whole site 
unusable as it is considered a sensitive land use. There are three methods of 
measuring distances offered. The one the applicant chose is not justified. as per the 
Guidelines. 

Further driving home the point that a jail does not belong next to a General Industry Zone. 
 
 
PRECEDENTS 

In cases where there is no definition for a use in the Planning Scheme, An ‘undefined 
use’ can be decided upon by using precedents. Just as it is used in Common Law to provide 
consistent principled rules, so that similar facts will yield similar and predictable outcomes.  

As stated in the application ‘The proposal is not an everyday Planning Consideration’ 
A jail is such an undefined use. 
 
The applicant states that ‘Locating centres in areas such as Pinelands is a common 

approach in other locations such as Brisbane in Adelaide’. 
This is a misleading statement. It is not truthful. 

 
If you look at the various Youth Detention centres around the country on Google Earth, 

then you find they are predominantly out in the bush. Adelaide is the only exception where 
it is built in an Industrial area.  

In fact the model Youth Justice Centre in Australia is Ashley School in Tasmania. I spoke 
to several Youth Justice Centre Managers who told me this. It is quite remote. 

In a fair few cases, through lack of a Regional Land Use Plan, or, Governments deviating 
from Regional Use Plans, Urban creep has been allowed to edge towards the centres. 

If you look back in History, every jail you can name was built out in the sticks and was 
geographically removed from urban areas. 

 Pentridge VIC, Port Arthur TAS, Long Bay NSW, Yatala SA etc. Even our own Fannie Bay 
jail was built in 1883 an eternity from Port Darwin, and it was roughly 70 years later when 
urban creep saw the suburb built around it in 1954. 

Similarly, Berrimah prison was built in 1979 with no urban area near it, except for the 
abattoir. It has now fallen victim to Urban creep itself. 

So if we use ‘precedent’ to make these Planning decisions, why would you build a jail 
in an urban area, ie Pinelands? 
 
 
 



THE WYNDHAM CITY EXPERIENCE 
The Victorian Government announced in 2016 that they had chosen a site for a new 

Youth Detention Centre next to South Werribee.  
This was the first the residents and local Council had heard about the proposal and 

they were livid.  
They fought the proposal tooth and nail initially, then realised that it was better to 

all get together, form a coalition and recommend an alternative site. So Wyndham City 
Council, the Police, local Community and Aboriginal organisations joined together and 
identified an alternative site, which the Victorian Government accepted. 

The site near Cherry Creek in the same Council district is five kilometres on all sides 
from any urban areas. The Eastern boundary however will reduce to two kilometres from a 
future pre zoned subdivision, when it urban creeps up, some time in the future. But that is 
it. 

I had a chat to the Mayor about the process they went through and how they 
achieved it. I gave him a description of the process we had been through so far. 

 He said “use what we did as a model, and everyone will end up happy. If you don’t 
consult, you don’t get consensus and why give yourself unnecessary anguish.” 
 
IN CONCLUSION:- 
The two centres should go out at Holtze. 
 
They need to be physically and visually separated so that there is no association between 
the Adult Jail and the Youth detention centre, according to the Royal Commission. 
 This is easily achieved by a physical separation, and having access driveways off different 
roads. You can look this up and work it out on Google Earth 
 
Holtze is fifteen minutes further in a car or bus, than Pinelands is, from the City, which is 
nothing. 
 
There is no good reason to build  it in Pinelands, or anywhere in Palmerston, to the people 
of Palmerston.  
 
Whomever builds it, will use their own subcontractors, wherever they come from. 
 
Whomever supplies the jail with all their requisites when it is opened, will do so whether it 
is in Pinelands or Holtze. 
 
The two locations are fifteen minutes apart. 
 
There is no Strategic Advantage to putting it in Pinelands…………………….. so don’t. 

  
   

Blake Property Group 
Jeff Blake 
blakecorp@bigpond.com 
0418 893566 

  

   

















=====================================================================

Submission Number: 56

Name: Sarah Bourke

Phone: 0421829541

Fax: null

Email: s.bourke08@hotmail.com

Postal Address: 14 Calvert Street Tiwi NT 0810

=====================================================================

 

I am very dissatisfaction with the proposed new site for the youth detention precinct and it’s close

proximity to my property.

 

I purchased my new block in Durack Heights in February 2018 having no knowledge of this

impending development and should I have been aware of this proposal I would not have

purchased the property.

 

I have spent an additional $100,000 to buy in Durack Heights as I am building a higher value

home and by all intents and purposes would have been over capitalising by building in Zuccoli or

Johnston.

 

The news of this impending development is putting my family at financial risk due to the decrease

in value of my property as a result of the detention precinct being built in such a close proximity to

my property.

 

You are also putting the interests of the development at risk as Stage 11 of Durack Heights is

neighbouring the site the NTG have proposed and this will see the already slow progress in land

sales further slow for CDU and PEET.

 

I expect that the NTG reimburse me for the fiscal loss I will suffer as a result of this development.

Can you please confirm that you have planned for this and have budgeted not just for myself but

all residents of Durack who face the devaluation of their properties as a result of this development.

 

I insist of the site of this project being changed to something more suitable that does not risk the

fiscal position of those already owning property in the area.











=====================================================================

Submission Number: 64

Name: Diana Rickard and Greg Chapman

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: ernt@ernt.com.au

Postal Address: PO Box 38642 Winnellie 0821

=====================================================================

 

A Community Purposes precinct as envisaged is likely a positive step towards rehabilitating young

offenders. However, having it in the middle of a well-established industrial area is not the right

place for community purpose infrastructure on this scale. Whether Brisbane and Adelaide facilities

have worked well or not in general industrial precincts is not the point.

Here, there is no direct public transport service for family members and friends to enable safe

‘connection’ as per child protection guidelines; no master plans for trade or rural practice and/or

apprenticeship; no accessible (or cheap) accommodation hostels for remote area visitors and a

hostile environment in the already established industrial area.

Rehabilitation - not retribution - is the key to reform. The NT government is obsessed with cooling

our tropical urban environment but is chopping down established trees. Wherever young offenders

are housed, when they become part of community work groups helping to protect the environment

they have a sense of being and belonging.  Give them this opportunity to help.

Without proper infrastructure or services to educate/rehabilitate young offenders, the only

advantage to the government (apart from using vacant Crown land) is to have cheap labour

available without providing proper trade or higher educational opportunities.

The consultants boast that this proposal is away from schools and residential areas. Is this a

positive ‘connection’? The community needs to be educated on sustainable offender rehabilitation.

It needs to be given a part that is not negatively-driven.

Without the government being prepared to participate in this happening in the near future, we see

that there are two more positive alternatives:

•	rehabilitating the existing buildings/infrastructure at the present Berrimah Gaol site (which

includes the old Don Dale Centre) up to international standards for young people or

•	having a prison farm close to the new gaol complex. This farm should be open and healthy (as

was the award-winning Gunn Point Farm).

Whatever the outcome of this prison plan, a youth rehabilitation hub should provide services and

infrastructure that young people can feel is owned by them. After all, that’s what promotes respect

and wisdom in the long run and don’t we all benefit from being involved as members of healthy

communities?



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 57

Name: Rhiannon Cook

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: rhiannon_cook@hotmail.com

Postal Address: 8 Borassus Ct, Durack, NT, 0830

=====================================================================

 

I’m writing to voice my strong objection to the proposed plan to rezone Section 00067 Hundred of

Bagot (125 McFarland Rd, Pinelands) as I don’t believe it’s appropriate for the proposed

Rehabilitation Precinct planned for the lot to be located so close to Palmerston. Given the

numerous incidents that have occurred at the current Youth Justice facility and at the Darwin

Correctional Centre in the past year, I don’t think it’s reasonable to expect Palmerston residents to

trust that the facility will be sufficiently secure, and I don’t think it’s reasonable to expect us to feel

safe if this plan goes ahead.

 

As a Durack resident, I am very concerned about having Youth Justice and Alcohol Rehabilitation

facilities so close to my home, since according to Google maps, this parcel of land is less than

2km from the top of Durack as the crow flies. Darwin and Palmerston both already have issues

with youths breaking into cars, yards and houses, often taking alcohol as part of their haul. We

don't need a concentrated amount of youth offenders and people with alcohol dependency issues

within walking distance to our houses, making us prime targets should people abscond.

 

I'm also concerned about what will happen to property values, since if the Rehabilitation Precinct

goes ahead property listings for Durack houses will have a mini map on them showing how close

we are to a Youth Detention Centre and Rehabilitation Facility. Durack property values have

already dropped in recent years, and as you drive through the suburb you see a great many

vacant houses for sale or lease. The subdivision and rezoning of this lot in preparation for the

proposed Rehabilitation Precinct would do little to stem the flow of people leaving Durack.

 

I understand that we need these facilities due to the shamefully high youth crime figures we have,

but I don’t think it’s appropriate to have them located so close to a residential area. The

government is keen to attract new residents to the Territory, but what about those of us who are

already here and have already invested in it? We deserve to feel safe in our homes, and we

deserve to trust that our property will not get stolen or vandalised while we sleep. We deserve

better than having the very people who violate our trust and break into our houses on our

doorstep. Please stop this rezoning and the proposed Rehabilitation Precinct.















=====================================================================

Submission Number: 3

Name: Sue Cunningham

Phone: 0438329510

Fax: null

Email: suzeyq1@bigpond.com

Postal Address: PO Box 2261, Parap 0804

=====================================================================

 

I object to the use of the area for a youth justice centre, with further private housing and light

industrial development in this area have this centre in this location would be a detriment to families

and small business. The new centre should be constructed in the same area as the adult prison

for ease of combined services for youth and young adults in the prison. This shared service could

also be used to better educate youth on why better choices will prevent further detention as adults.











=====================================================================

Submission Number: 3

Name: Crystal Deed

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: crystalmdeed@gmail.com

Postal Address: 11 Morey Circuit, Driver NT

=====================================================================

 

Totally disagree with the proposal location of this facility. Palmerston is growing, vibrant city and

does not need this in it's backyard. A facility of this kind should be placed out of everyone's way!

With the number of escapes of custody, this makes me feel very unsafe. Will this also drop the

value of properties in Durack? No one wants to be located or buy near a prison































PRoPoSED NEW YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE AND
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTRE

Section 67 #125 McFarland Road, Pinelands
Objection to Application to the Planning Consent Authority to
-Rezone from Gl to Zone CP and FD
-Subdivision to create three lots

To the Chairperson,
Development Consent Authority,

I object to the Rezoning and Placement of the above mentioned Centres in
Pinelands for the following reasons.'-

(Please cross oul any rbsues you feel are not a concern)

o Adjoining landowners should have been consulted before the site was chosen

o Landowners views have not been considered by the Government

o The Consultation process was ad hoc

o lt is inappropriate for the Youth Justice Centre to be located next to an
I ndustrial Subdivision

o Not enough thought and analysis has been applied in selecting Pinelands site

o The site of the Youth Justice Centre will be only 800 metres from the
residential suburb of Durack

o The proposal rezones General lndustry land, which Palmerston will lose .

Palmerston Residents will have to travel further to work each day.

o Prevents the expansion of the Pinelands lndustrial Estate as originally
planned

o lndependent advice from members of the Real Estate lndustry says that it will
devalue adjoining General lndustry Zoned land.

o Concerned about Security, as it will attract undesirables to the area

o Concerned about Staff safety after recent break outs from existing Don Dale.

o Clash between Heavy Vehicles/Road Trains and Light VehiclesiPedestrians



The Current Don Dale Site at Berrimah, or near the Adult Prison at Holtze are
more appropriate locations for the Youth Justice Centre.

Several Existing Businesses have the need to work 24 Hours a day for weeks
at a time. Concerned a curfew inay be imposed,

Concerned that the Youth Justice and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre may
further expand into a Justice Precinct which would destroy the value of the
rest of the subdivision.

Worried about Visitors to the Centre would case Businesses for potential
burglaries.

Purchased land in the area in the belief that the Crown Land would be further
developed into lndustrial Land as originally proposed.

;l
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Formally object to having a youth detention centre and alcohol rehabilitation centre in
Pinelands.

Lands Planning

Email to:- planning.ntg@nt.qov.au
Phone:- 8999 8963
Closing date for submissions Friday 14th December at Midnight.

Submit to:-













































































PROPOSED NEW YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE AND 
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTRE 

Section 67 #125 McFarland Road, Pinelands 
Objection to Application to the Planning Consent Authority to 
-Rezone from GI to Zone CP and FD 
-Subdivision to create three lots 

To the Chairperson, 
Development Consent Authority, 

/ object to the Rezoning and Placement of the above mentioned Centres in 
Pinelands for the following reasons:- 

o Adjoining landowners should have been consulted before the site was chosen 

o Landowners views have not been considered by the Government 

o The Consultation process was ad hoc 

o It is inappropriate for the Youth Justice Centre to be located next to an 
Industrial Subdivision 

o Not enough thought and analysis has been applied in selecting Pinelands site 

o The site of the Youth Justice Centre will be only 800 metres from the 
residential suburb of Durack 

o The proposal rezones General Industry land, which Palmerston will lose. 
Palmerston Residents will have to travel further to work each day. 

o Prevents the expansion of the Pinelands Industrial Estate as originally 
planned 

o Independent advice from members of the Real Estate Industry says that it will 
devalue adjoining General Industry Zoned land. 

o Concerned about Security, as it will attract undesirables to the area 

o Concerned about Staff safety after recent break outs from existing Don Dale. 

o Clash between Heavy Vehicles/Road Trains and Light Vehicles/Pedestrians 

o The Current Don Dale Site at Berrimah, or near the Adult Prison at Holtze, or 
near Robertson Barracks to gain experience from/with defence service. 



personnel, or near Gunn Points old location as road is being upgraded, or 
near Channel Island area, or near Inpex location where there is plenty of room. 
There are more appropriate locations for the Youth Justice Centre than 
Pineland. 

o There are some many high risk work place eg, Gas (Orgin), Fuel (Puma), 
Blasting (Norblast), Semi's (Civil Companies) etc. 

o Several Existing Businesses have the need to work 24 Hours a day for weeks 
at a time. Concerned a curfew may be imposed. 

o Concerned that the Youth Justice and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre may 
further expand into a Justice Precinct which would destroy the value of the 
rest of the subdivision. 

o Worried about Visitors to the Centre would case Businesses for potential 
burglaries. 

o Purchased land in the area in the belief that the Crown Land would be further 
developed into Industrial Land as originally proposed. 

OF...  (/5(( MCOte 	-- ' 

Formally object to having a youth detention centre and alcohol rehabilitation centre in 
Pinelands. 

SIGNED 	 

Submit to:- 

Lands Planning 

Email to:- panningntg(änt.gov.au   
Phone:- 8999 8963 
Closing date for submissions Friday 14th  December at Midnight. 





























































PRoPoSED NEW YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE AND

ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTRE

Section 67 #125 tVcFarland Road, Pinelands
Objection to Application to the Planning Consent Authority to
-Rezone from Gl to Zone CP and FD
-Subdivision to create three lots

To the Chairperson,
Development Consent Authority,

I object to the Rezoning and Placement of the above mentioned Centres in
Pinelands for the following reasons:-

o Adjoining landowners should have been consulted before the site was chosen

o Landowners views have not been considered by the Government

o The Consultation process was ad hoc

o lt is inappropriate for the Youth Justice Centre to be located next to an
lndustrial Subdivision

o Not enough thought and analysis has been applied in selecting Pinelands site

o The site of the Youth Justice Centre will be only 800 metres from the
residential suburb of Durack

o The proposal rezones General lndustry land, which Palmerston will lose
Palmerston Residents will have to travel further to work each day.

o Prevents the expansion of the Pinelands lndustrial Estate as originally
planned

o lndependent advice from members of the Real Estate lndustry says that it will
devalue adjoining General lndustry Zoned land.

o Concerned about Security, as it will attract undesirables to the area

o Concerned about Staff safety after recent break outs from existing Don Dale

o Clash between Heavy Vehicles/Road Trains and Light Vehicles/Pedestrians

o The Current Don Dale Site at Berrimah, or near the Adult Prison at Holtze are
more appropriate locations for the Youth Justice Centre.



o Several Existing Businesses have the need to work 24 Hours a day for weeks
at a time. Concerned a curfew may be imposed.

o Concerned that the Youth Justice and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre may
further expand into a Justice Precinct which would destroy the value of the
rest of the subdivision.

o Worried about Visitors to the Centre would case Businesses for potential
burglaries.

o Purchased land in the area in the belief that the Crown Land would be further
developed into lndustrial Land as originally proposed.
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Formally object to having a youth detention centre and alcohol rehabilitation centre in
Pinelands.

SIGNED.

Submit to:-

Lands Planning

j"ffi
i

Email to:- planninq.ntq@nt.qov.au
Phone:- 8999 8963
Closing date for submissions Friday 14th December at l\4idnight
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=====================================================================

Submission Number: 1

Name: Cheryl Moyd

Phone: 0414854222

Fax: null

Email: Cmoyd@bigpond.net.au

Postal Address: P O Bix 485 Karama NT 0813

=====================================================================

 

I do not agree with planned rezoning to build a facility for youth detention at this location. My

preferred option is in Holtz bear the current detention facility.



1

Madeleine Joy-Warde

From: Planning NTG

Sent: Monday, 10 December 2018 9:25 AM

To: NTPlanning Commission

Subject: TRM: FW: Submission - Section 67 (125 McFarland Road, Pinelands) Hundred of 

Bagot

Attachments: Submission for Youth Justice Centre.docx

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

 

 

From: Sam Moynihan [mailto:sam.moynihan@greenfieldsliving.com.au]  

Sent: Friday, 7 December 2018 3:57 PM 

To: Planning NTG <Planning.NTG@nt.gov.au> 

Cc: Das NTG <Das.NTG@nt.gov.au> 

Subject: Submission - Section 67 (125 McFarland Road, Pinelands) Hundred of Bagot 

 

To the Planning Commissioner, 

 

Please find attached our Submission.  If you have any questions please let me know. 

 

Kind regards 

 
Sam Moynihan 
Village Manager - Durack Gardens  

  

  Greenfields Living 
  91 Packard Avenue Durack Northern Territory 0830 
  PO Box 42662 Casuarina NT 0811 
  T (08) 8932 0975  |  F  |  M 0408 183 901 
  E sam.moynihan@greenfieldsliving.com.au 
  www.greenfieldsliving.com.au  

This email, including all attachments, is intended solely for the named addressees and is confidential. Visit www.greenfieldsliving.com.au for more 
information.  

 



 
 

 
P 08 8932 0975 

M 0408 183 901 

E 

sam.moynihan@greenfieldsliving.com.

Durack Gardens 

91 Packard Avenue, Durack NT 0830 

PO Box 42662, Casuarina NT 0811 

 

 

SUBMISSION TO THE SUBDIVISION TO CREATE THREE LOTS 

Section 00067 Hundred of Bagot 

125 McFarland Road, Pinelands 
 

 

Our Company is Greenfields Living and we are a Retirement Village located at 91 Packard Avenue, Durack.  

We are opposed to the proposal as we are in close proximity to the Subdivision and we feel the proposed 

site for the Darwin Youth Justice Centre is not suitable. 

 

We believe the land is unsuitable for a Youth Justice Centre as it is too close to the Durack residential area, 

specifically our Retirement Village, where our Resident’s want to feel safe and secure in their homes.   

 

The NT Government and Palmerston City Council is trying to retain Senior’s in our Community and our 

Retirement Village is striving to also keep our Seniors here and to provide them with the safest 

environment to live in.  Our Retirement Village is the only one in the Palmerston area, servicing our 

Palmerston and rural over 55’s, making this Retirement Village extremely important to members of our 

Community. 

 

If the proposed Youth Justice Centre is built in Pinelands, potential Resident’s would not consider our 

Village as safe and to be too close to the youth facility.  This would lead to our Seniors community members 

seeking retirement outside of the Northern Territory, making the Government’s future plans for growth, 

unobtainable.   

 

We would like to see the plans moved to a different site like Berrimah or even further away, like Humpty 

Doo or Virginia. 

 

Signed: 

 

Dated: 

 

Address: 

 

Phone Number: 

 



 
 

Subdivision application 
Rezoning Application for Section 67 Pinelands dated 31 October 2018. 
 
Validity of the Application to rezone S. 67 Pinelands from GI to CP and 
FD. 
 
This application has been prepared by Elton Consulting, who were engaged 
by the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics. 
 
The application does not on its face purport to be an application on the 
Minister’s initiative pursuant to sub section 12(1) of the Planning Act. If it 
had been it should have been clearly stated. 
 
In any event the application does not meet the requirements of sub-sections 
2A(2)(f) and (g) of the Planning Act. Those sub-sections require that the 
objects of the Act be achieved by ensuring that planning reflects the wishes 
and needs of the community through appropriate public consultation and 
input in both the formulation and implementation of planning schemes and 
that the decision making is fair and open. 
 
The decision to rezone Section 67 was announced by a media release on 
09/08/2018 at about midday. At about 10.00am on the same day officers of 
DIPL arrived at a few business premises on McKinnon Road and advised them 
of the proposal. That is not appropriate public consultation.  There was no 
attempt to ascertain the wishes and needs of the community.  The decision 
to seek rezoning of Section 67 was not open or fair. 
 
This failure to consult the public in the formulation phase has been made 
much worse because of the announcement on 16 February 2018 by the 
Minister for Territory Families that the new Youth Justice Facility in Darwin 
would be built on the existing Don Dale site at Berrimah.  Accordingly, no 
one would have considered the implications of the present rezoning 
application when it was announced. 
 
The Minister said on 16 February 2018 “The new facility will be on the 
existing Berrimah site. This block of land has been selected due to its 
serviceability and accessibility by service providers, ownership and size.” 
 
It is also appropriately zoned. 
 
Even today no-one outside of government knows why the Don Dale site has 
been abandoned and why the application to rezone Section 67 is being 
made. 
 
To suggest, as the application does, that there was appropriate public 
consultation and input in the formulation phase is entirely misleading and 
wrong. Further, as stated above, there can be no valid claim that decision 
making was fair and open. 
 
Because the requirements of Sub-Sections 2A(f) and (g) have not been 
complied with the application to rezone Section 67 Pinelands should be 
refused. 



 
 
 

 
The Planning Act binds the Crown; see Section 6. The Government should be 
a model applicant, not one which blatantly flaunts the objects of the 
Planning Act. 
 
If the application is not made on the Minister’s initiative, and if it was it 
should have said so, then it has to have been made pursuant to Section 13 of 
the Planning Act.   
 
S.13 provides for a person or body to make a written request to the Minister 
to amend a planning scheme. 
 
On its face the application is being made by the Department of 
Infrastructure and Planning and Logistics. See page 3 of the application. 
 
The Department is neither a legal person or body and cannot make such an 
application. 
 
Accordingly, the application should be rejected as non-complying. 
 
 
THE APPLICATION 
 
This objection to the proposed zoning change further proceeds on the basis 
that the application cannot and will not achieve its stated objectives based 
on the factual information available to all parties and therefore is not in the 
best interests of good planning practice to approve, or in fact even consider, 
the application. 
 
Put simply, this objection proceeds on the basis, inter alia, that the rezoning 
application is futile in that it demonstrably will not be able to do what it 
says it wants to do. 
 
The amendment proposes to rezone all of Section 67 Pinelands from General 
Industry (GI) to Community Purpose (CP) and Future Developments (FD). 
 
Section 67 Pinelands is 56.16 hectares of GI zoned land owned by the 
Northern Territory. 
 
The site is part of the Pinelands zoned GI area. 
 
The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 states: 
 
“The plan presents a broad rational foundation for long term use and 
development of land…” 
 
“The most rational approach to land use planning is to establish a broad 
framework to guide responses to proposed or even possible future 
circumstances. 
 
Neglecting planning is irresponsible, inviting poor outcomes for both 
environmental and regional development.” 
 



 
 
 

This application seeks to rezone S.67 Pinelands for a Youth Detention Centre 
with the possible addition of alcohol and drug rehabilitation facilities. 
 
The underlying rationale for the rezoning to enable S.67 Pinelands to be 
used for such purposes has not been publicly stated, and what is given for 
the reasons do not make sense.  The proposal does not meet the broad 
rational foundation for long term use and development of land set out in the 
Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 and does not fit within the broad 
foundation set out therein. 
 
It does in fact neglect planning and will only produce poor planning 
outcomes. 
 
To change GI zoned land to CP and FD zone needs a logical rationale in 
planning terms.  Nothing of the sort has been presented. The rezoning is not 
in accordance with the Land Use Structure in the Darwin Regional Land Use 
Plan 2015.  The Plan considers “Existing industrial areas at “… and Pinelands 
will continue to provide opportunities for the government and private 
landowners to respond to demand.” 
 
Table 6 of the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 shows the demand for 
industrial land will double in the long term.   
 
So, without a convincing argument about why government would reduce the 
amount of industrial land available in Darwin there can be no planning 
justification for the proposed zoning change.  No such real argument is set 
out in the application. 
 
It is very clear, for example, there can be no strategic planning advantage to 
rezone Section 67 when the existing Don Dale site, which is nearby, is 
already appropriately zoned and available.   
 
There are also other sites appropriate for a detention centre, such as the 
Gunn Point Prison Farm site. The existence of other appropriate sites also 
means there is no strategic planning advantage in rezoning Section 67. 
 
One of the stated purposes of the site is to have a secure rehabilitation 
precinct in Darwin.  There have been two Don Dale detention centres in 
Darwin, and neither have been secure.  Just because something is new, fit 
for purpose and contemporary does not mean it will be secure. The concept 
put forward does not meet ordinary common sense understanding of the 
abilities of youth. 
 
The site selection criteria include service by Public Transport routes to 
enable accessibility to visiting friends and family.  Whether such criteria is 
of any real practical benefit depends entirely on how many of the detainee 
population have family in Darwin, and whether they visit if they do.  The 
Don Dale web site states it has “Males and females from across the Northern 
Territory…”.  By having only one facility in Darwin and one in Alice Springs 
must mean youth detainees from other places will not be connected to 
family, culture and community which is a stated aim of the new facility. The 
Keith Hamburger Report in July 2016 recommended keeping incarcerated 
youth as close to home as possible (see page 41).  At page 204 the figures 
then showed over 36% of detainees were not from Darwin or Alice Springs. 



 
 
 

 
The site selection criteria also include ease of access by “professional 
service providers to support young people in custody with life skills training, 
health and wellbeing services and specialist rehabilitation programs … 
including ready access to education and training providers…”.  The Keith 
Hamburger Report in July 2016 reported that the average time in detention 
for youths was 32 days and that 72.2% were detained for less than 30 days 
(See page 203)  It defies common sense to think that any meaningful “life 
skills training, … specialist rehabilitation programs … including ready access 
to education and training providers…” would occur for the vast majority of 
detainees given the short periods of time they would be in detention.  At 
page 157 of the Hamburger Report is the following statement: 
“The provision of effective mental health services for young people in 
detention is often hampered by the young person’s availability; given most 
remain in detention centres for less than three months and are likely to 
return to environments which contributed to their problems.” 
  

 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 

XL Investments Pty Ltd 
Jim Noonan 
Director 
James.noonan@noonans.com.au 
0418 800760 































 
 
OBJECTION  
 
 PROPOSED   
YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE AND  
 
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTRE 
 
Section 67 #125 McFarland Road, Pinelands 
 
 Application to the Planning Commission to 
-Rezone from GI to Zone CP and FD 
 
And the application to the Development Consent Authority 
-Subdivision to create three lots 
 
Dear Chairperson, 
 

I wish to submit a formal objection to the above proposal, on behalf of the Business 
people of Pinelands, and, the people of Durack who don’t know about it yet because they 
weren’t Consulted. 
 
I think it is a poor piece of Planning. 
 

There is no strategic advantage in placing the Youth Justice Centre and Alcohol 
Rehabilitation Centre adjacent to Pinelands. 
 

The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 identifies the subject lot as Zoned for 
General Industry as a future extension of the Pinelands General Industry Zone. There are 
very many reasons for this and they are justified. 
 

There are various arguments for the ‘central’ location but they don’t stack up. 
Societies problems are not the fault of the Business people and employees of Pinelands, so 
these problems shouldn’t be imposed on them.  

 
They have a right to be heard, and contrary to the NT Planning Act, this hasn’t 

happened.  
 
The application as submitted, is at odds with the following documents. 

• NT Planning Scheme 
• Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 
• Community Safety Design Guide 
• NT Planning Act 

 



 
 
 

NT PLANNING SCHEME 
1. The administration of the scheme is to contribute to safe communities. 

By putting a Youth Detention Centre and an Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre next to an 
area zoned General Industry, you are not contributing to a safe community as 
Business becomes a target for the undesirable element and the at risk element, that 
these two uses attract. ‘Casing ‘ premises for burglary opportunities is a reality. There 
are women Business owners in the subdivision who regularly work late at night, 
putting them at risk. The bus stop is on the Stuart Highway which means visitors and 
clients have to walk approximately one kilometre through a General Industry area to 
get to the two Centres, putting them in danger from the Heavy goods vehicles, road 
trains etc. that are the stock and trade of a General Industry Zone. 

At the Hibiscus Shopping Centre an incident happened where an at risk 
individual fell asleep underneath a parked semi trailer in a loading dock. He was 
subsequently run over and killed. The Truck Driver is now liable, as are the Company 
he was delivering for. The penalties are anywhere up to $1.5 million. This case is still 
going through the courts 

Putting these two incompatible Zones together under such circumstances is 
reckless and dangerous. At risk individuals and Heavy Vehicles don’t mix. Virtually all 
these properties have 6 metre or 9 metre wide front entrance gates, most have heavy 
machinery, road trains going in and out constantly. Closing the gates to prevent at 
risk individuals from stumbling in is not practical. Managing at risk individuals with 
constant heavy machinery movements is a clash of opposites that cant be managed. 
Risk Management in this case is the Governments responsibility, as what they 
propose could lead to someones death, and ruining other peoples lives. Thats 
another reason this whole proposal should be rejected.  
 
 
 

2. Commercial Primary production and industrial diversity servicing community 
needs and export potential 

3. It should facilitate the supply of sufficient land for industrial uses so that the 
subdivision of land is cost effective and maximises the value of public and private 
investment. 

As per the Darwin Regional use plan, the site proposed for the jail was always meant 
to be for the eventual expansion of the General Industry land in pinelands. General 
Industry Zones are where Society does all its heavy lifting. Larger General Industry 
Zones are more cost effective as businesses co share on projects ie purchase steel 
from supplier, fabricate base unit, wheel around to sand blaster, paint, wheel around 
to contractor for electrical fit off, back to workshop for final fit off, Trucking Company 
picks it up to deliver to purchaser. All done within Pinelands itself, rather than going 
to Winnellie or East Arm and back. The larger the Zone the more co sharing can 
happen. It brings efficiencies in less vehicle travel, less downtime and consequently a 
larger General Industry Zone has a higher Capital Value and lower cost between co 
sharing Businesses.  



The services in this area are already there to extend the Pinelands subdivision. No 
wasteful buffer Zones required.  

4. Must reflect the commitments of the capital city charter to the achievement of 
good urban design outcomes. 
A General Industry subdivision is where society does its heavy lifting. The Businesses 
in this Zone are manual labour intensive, and the source of high employment. It is 
essential in modern good urban design terms  to have a Zone like this near 
Residential Zones so people can walk to work, ride their bike etc A bridge over Tiger 
Brennan Drive from Durack would help this outcome. To take away the extension of 
the General Industry Subdivision as per the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan is a 
backward step in Planning terms creating longer trips to work in other General 
Industry Subdivisions such as Winnellie or East Arm. 

None of these things have been taken into consideration in the preparation of these 
planning submissions 
 
 
 

DARWIN REGIONAL LAND USE PLAN 2015 
 

5. Focus on creating economic growth and community growth 
See comment 2,3 above 

6. Reduce the need for Commute travel 
See Comments in 4. Above. 

7. Provide confidence and direction for investors 
If you ignore the requirements of the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan then you 
destroy confidence and direction for investors. The DRLUP has been put together 
over many decades and paid for by the taxpayer. It gives the public and investors 
confidence in the vision and the direction of Government Agencies, and certainty 
for the future. Pinelands Businesses have invested close to a Billion dollars in their 
properties based on this certainty, and the eventual extension of the general 
Industry Zone, and this proposal doesn’t understand that. 

8. Provide alternatives to car travel 
See comments in 4. Above. 

9. Walkable neighbourhoods 
See comments in 4. Above. 

10. Establishing certainty with respect to long term policies is a key ingredient for 
successful and appropriate regional growth 
See comments in 7. above 

11. A sustainable local Community 
See comments in 4. Above. 

None of these things have been taken into consideration in the preparation of these 
planning submissions 
 
 
 
 
 



 

COMMUNITY SAFETY DESIGN GUIDE 
 
 See comments in 1 above 
 
 

NT PLANNING ACT 
 

12. ‘The objects of the Act be achieved by ensuring that Planning reflects the wishes 
and needs of the Community through appropriate Consultation and input in both 
the formulation and implementation of planning schemes and that the decision 
making is fair and open’. 

 
There has been no consultation with the people of Durack who are having a jail built 800 
metres away from them. 
The Consultation with Pinelands Business owners was ad hoc, unscientific and beggars 
belief. The few public meetings that were called, were concerning the traffic and road 
changes the Government wish to make, and the jail was mentioned at the end of the last 
meeting as an afterthought. 
The media release for the announcement of the jail location at Pinelands happened two 
hours after Business owners were advised of the proposal. 
 
As far as the Business owners knew, it was being built on the existing Don Dale site, as that 
is what the Minister said in a press release in February 2018. 
The Minister subsequently suggested on the radio that ‘we didn’t want the public to know 
as we didn’t want the back lash’ or words to that effect. 
 
To not meet the requirements of the Act when the General public is bound by the Act is 
atrocious form.  
Acts aren’t guidelines, they are the law. 
 
LAND VALUE 
INDUSTRIAL 
An interview with two Commercial Real Estate Professionals revealed the following 
consensus between the two:- 
 

13. The positioning of the jail next to General Industry land will have a negative effect 
on the value of the land. 

14. It will diminish the desirability due to safety fears 
15. It will burden the area with additional light vehicle traffic which is an issue with road 

trains and heavy vehicles 
16. It will burden the area with additional pedestrian traffic which is an issue with road 

trains and heavy traffic 
17. The proposed alteration to road networks would also have a catastrophic effect on 

accessibility and logistics. 



 
 
LAND VALUE INDUSTRIAL IN FIGURES 
Pinelands Current General Industry Zone consists of around 1.5 million m2 gross in area. 
 
Total value of land and improvements on properties is approaching $1 Billion invested by 
private enterprise. 
If the value of the properties decreases by 10% then that’s a $100 Million loss by private 
enterprise because of this proposal imposed by Government. 
These are estimates based on surmises 
 
LAND VALUE 
RESIDENTIAL 
 
An interview with a real estate Professional revealed the following:- 
 
Q:- If a jail is built 800 metres from the suburb of Durack, will that have a negative effect on 
land values? 
 
A:- Absolutely 
 
LAND VALUE RESIDENTIAL IN FIGURES 
Durack consists  of around 1000 houses and units 
 
Total value of land and improvements on properties is approaching $400 Million invested by 
private individuals. 
If the value of the properties decreases by 4% then that’s a $16 Million loss by private 
individuals over this proposal imposed by Government. 
These are estimates based on surmises 
 
The people of Durack were never Consulted. 
 
 
CITY OF PALMERSTON WINNERS OR LOSERS? 
If the Pinelands General Industry extension is completed. It will mean an extra 100 
properties paying rates in ongoing revenue to the Council. Plus local jobs for workers who 
will buy houses in the area and pay rates, etc.  
If the Jail goes ahead they get nothing because the Northern Territory Government does not 
pay rates on its Buildings. 
 
 
 



 
NORTHERN TERRITORY ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AUTHORITY 

18. The Northern Territory Environmental Protection Authority, publishes a Guideline 
‘recommended land use separation distances’ the Planning submission addresses 
this partly, and gets it wrong. Calculations that we have done render the whole site 
unusable as it is considered a sensitive land use. There are three methods of 
measuring distances offered. The one the applicant chose is not justified. as per the 
Guidelines. 

Further driving home the point that a jail does not belong next to a General Industry Zone. 
 
 
PRECEDENTS 

In cases where there is no definition for a use in the Planning Scheme, An ‘undefined 
use’ can be decided upon by using precedents. Just as it is used in Common Law to provide 
consistent principled rules, so that similar facts will yield similar and predictable outcomes.  

As stated in the application ‘The proposal is not an everyday Planning Consideration’ 
A jail is such an undefined use. 
 
The applicant states that ‘Locating centres in areas such as Pinelands is a common 

approach in other locations such as Brisbane in Adelaide’. 
This is a misleading statement. It is not truthful. 

 
If you look at the various Youth Detention centres around the country on Google Earth, 

then you find they are predominantly out in the bush. Adelaide is the only exception where 
it is built in an Industrial area.  

In fact the model Youth Justice Centre in Australia is Ashley School in Tasmania. I spoke 
to several Youth Justice Centre Managers who told me this. It is quite remote. 

In a fair few cases, through lack of a Regional Land Use Plan, or, Governments deviating 
from Regional Use Plans, Urban creep has been allowed to edge towards the centres. 

If you look back in History, every jail you can name was built out in the sticks and was 
geographically removed from urban areas. 

 Pentridge VIC, Port Arthur TAS, Long Bay NSW, Yatala SA etc. Even our own Fannie Bay 
jail was built in 1883 an eternity from Port Darwin, and it was roughly 70 years later when 
urban creep saw the suburb built around it in 1954. 

Similarly, Berrimah prison was built in 1979 with no urban area near it, except for the 
abattoir. It has now fallen victim to Urban creep itself. 

So if we use ‘precedent’ to make these Planning decisions, why would you build a jail 
in an urban area, ie Pinelands? 
 
 
 
THE WYNDHAM CITY EXPERIENCE 



The Victorian Government announced in 2016 that they had chosen a site for a new 
Youth Detention Centre next to South Werribee.  

This was the first the residents and local Council had heard about the proposal and 
they were livid.  

They fought the proposal tooth and nail initially, then realised that it was better to 
all get together, form a coalition and recommend an alternative site. So Wyndham City 
Council, the Police, local Community and Aboriginal organisations joined together and 
identified an alternative site, which the Victorian Government accepted. 

The site near Cherry Creek in the same Council district is five kilometres on all sides 
from any urban areas. The Eastern boundary however will reduce to two kilometres from a 
future pre zoned subdivision, when it urban creeps up, some time in the future. But that is 
it. 

I had a chat to the Mayor about the process they went through and how they 
achieved it. I gave him a description of the process we had been through so far. 

 He said “use what we did as a model, and everyone will end up happy. If you don’t 
consult, you don’t get consensus and why give yourself unnecessary anguish.” 
 
IN CONCLUSION:- 
The two centres should go out at Holtze. 
 
They need to be physically and visually separated so that there is no association between 
the Adult Jail and the Youth detention centre, according to the Royal Commission. 
 This is easily achieved by a physical separation, and having access driveways off different 
roads. You can look this up and work it out on Google Earth 
 
Holtze is fifteen minutes further in a car or bus, than Pinelands is, from the City, which is 
nothing. 
 
There is no good reason to build  it in Pinelands, or anywhere in Palmerston, to the people 
of Palmerston.  
 
Whomever builds it, will use their own subcontractors, wherever they come from. 
 
Whomever supplies the jail with all their requisites when it is opened, will do so whether it 
is in Pinelands or Holtze. 
 
The two locations are fifteen minutes apart. 
 
There is no Strategic Advantage to putting it in Pinelands…………………….. so don’t. 

Owen Pike 
General Manager 
MMC Australia Pty Ltd 
M 0403 800 880 
Owen.pike@mmc1.com.au 

  

    
     

   







                       PLan: the Planning Action Network, Inc, 
                             PO Box 2513, Darwin, NT. 0801 
          margaret.clinch@bigpond.com 
 
11.12.2018 
The O/C 
DIPL 
and NT Planning Commission 
 
   Juvenile Detention Centre 
   NT Planning Scheme Amendment 
   Rezoning from G1(General Industry) to  
   CP(Community Purposes) and FU 
   Future use) Section 67, Hundred of Bagot. 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Our organisation does not support the location proposed in this application for 
the construction of the proposed new Don Dale Rehabilitation Centre, or as 
referred to above, the proposed new Juvenile Detention Centre. 
 

1. Placement of such a government building should be done with great 
sensitivity to the rest of the community. There are many and strong 
objections for this proposed site, and well founded fears. 

 
2. The proposal  is to place the detention  centre  in an area already zoned 

for General Industry (GI), a land use that has involved involve major 
commercial investment, and probably shift work.  

 
3. The Pinelands area is already established in a suitable area for its 

transport delivery, access and other functions. 
 

4. Pinelands business people are strongly against this use being 
superimposed on their land use area, and have made this clear. They 
assert that they were not properly consulted in advance, as is required by 
the Planning Act Objectives. They now have a considerable petition tp 
the NT Parliament. 

 
5. Recent incidents, widely reported and pictured in the media have 

demonstrate that the new centre should be, for safety reasons much more 
isolated from other land use activities.  Incidents of escape, fires, and car 
stealing should not threaten residential and commercial areas. People are 
expressing fear  about working alone in such an area.  What they have 



seen in times of unrest are young men very close to manhood and difficult 
to control even by police. 

 
6. Though this centre will be for juvenile detention,  we cannot be lulled by 

wishful thinking.. 
 

7. In reality the location proposed is also too close to the developing 
residential area of Durack North for residents there to feel safe. 

 
8. The site is also too close to major transport corridors, to easy sources  of  

fire  generating materials, and to many vehicles parked at night.   
 

9. Other suggested publicly areas are at Holtze, closer to the adult prison 
where experienced staff may be available to assist in times of urgency, or 
further away from settled areas of Greater Darwin. 

 
10.  The use of FU zoning should be avoided in planning as it is temporary 

only, and by its nature not sufficiently  indicative of future intentions. 
 
 

M A CLINCH 
PLan: the Planning Action Network 

 
 
 
 
 

  



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 2

Name: Rebecca

Phone: 0434675615

Fax: null

Email: Rebeccakwf@gmail.com

Postal Address: 19 Bullita street Durack

=====================================================================

 

Pinelands has many business owners who will be affected by this plan change. I submit that the

plan change is unnecessary and will make many land owners and business owners extremely

unhappy with the government. Further, I ask the government to consider renovating the old

detention centre instead. Surely it would be more cost effective to renovate an existing structure.

That or move the detention centre to Berrimah. There is nothing there but warehouses. Less

businesses will be affected than if the detention centre was moved to pinelands.







 

 

 
 

OBJECTION  
 
 PROPOSED   
YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE AND  
 
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTRE 
 
Section 67 #125 McFarland Road, Pinelands 
 
 Application to the Planning Commission to 
-Rezone from GI to Zone CP and FD 
 
And the application to the Development Consent Authority 
-Subdivision to create three lots 
 
Dear Chairperson, 
 

I wish to submit a formal objection to the above proposal, on behalf of the 
Business people of Pinelands, and the people of Durack who don’t know about it yet 
because they weren’t Consulted. 
 
I think it is a poor piece of Planning. 
 

There is no strategic advantage in placing the Youth Justice Centre and Alcohol 
Rehabilitation Centre adjacent to Pinelands. The new announcement of a sobering up 
shelter as part of the development, brings with it a multitude of issues. 
 

The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 identifies the subject lot as Zoned for 
General Industry as a future extension of the Pinelands General Industry Zone. There 
are very many reasons for this and they are justified. 
 

There are various arguments for the ‘central’ location but they don’t stack up. 
Societies problems are not the fault of the Business people and employees of 
Pinelands, so these problems shouldn’t be imposed on them.  

 
They have a right to be heard, and contrary to the NT Planning Act, this hasn’t 

happened.  
 
 
 



 

 

 
The application as submitted, is at odds with the following documents. 

• NT Planning Scheme 
• Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 
• Community Safety Design Guide 
• NT Planning Act 

 
 
 
 
NT PLANNING SCHEME 

1. The administration of the scheme is to contribute to safe communities. 
By putting a Youth Detention Centre and an Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre next 
to an area zoned General Industry, you are not contributing to a safe 
community as Business becomes a target for the undesirable element and the 
at risk element, that these two uses attract. ‘Casing ‘ premises for burglary 
opportunities is a reality. There are women Business owners in the subdivision 
who regularly work late at night, putting them at risk. The bus stop is on the 
Stuart Highway which means visitors and clients have to walk approximately 
one kilometre through a General Industry area to get to the two Centres, putting 
them in danger from the Heavy goods vehicles, road trains etc. that are the 
stock and trade of a General Industry Zone. 

At the Hibiscus Shopping Centre an incident happened where an at risk 
individual fell asleep underneath a parked semi trailer in a loading dock. He was 
subsequently run over and killed. The Truck Driver is now liable, as are the 
Company he was delivering for. The penalties are anywhere up to $1.5 million. 
This case is still going through the courts 

Putting these two incompatible Zones together under such 
circumstances is reckless and dangerous. At risk individuals and Heavy 
Vehicles don’t mix. Virtually all these properties have 6 metre or 9 metre wide 
front entrance gates, most have heavy machinery, road trains going in and out 
constantly. Closing the gates to prevent at risk individuals from stumbling in is 
not practical. Managing at risk individuals with constant heavy machinery 
movements is a clash of opposites that cant be managed. Risk Management in 
this case is the Governments responsibility, as what they propose could lead to 
someones death, and ruining other peoples lives. Thats another reason this 
whole proposal should be rejected.  
 
 
 

2. Commercial Primary production and industrial diversity servicing 
community needs and export potential 

3. It should facilitate the supply of sufficient land for industrial uses so that 
the subdivision of land is cost effective and maximises the value of 
public and private investment. 



 

 

As per the Darwin Regional use plan, the site proposed for the jail was always 
meant to be for the eventual expansion of the General Industry land in 
pinelands. General Industry Zones are where Society does all its heavy lifting. 
Larger General Industry Zones are more cost effective as businesses co share 
on projects ie purchase steel from supplier, fabricate base unit, wheel around to 
sand blaster, paint, wheel around to contractor for electrical fit off, back to 
workshop for final fit off, Trucking Company picks it up to deliver to purchaser. 
All done within Pinelands itself, rather than going to Winnellie or East Arm and 
back. The larger the Zone the more co sharing can happen. It brings 
efficiencies in less vehicle travel, less downtime and consequently a larger 
General Industry Zone has a higher Capital Value and lower cost between co 
sharing Businesses.  
The services in this area are already there to extend the Pinelands subdivision. 
No wasteful buffer Zones required.  

4. Must reflect the commitments of the capital city charter to the 
achievement of good urban design outcomes. 
A General Industry subdivision is where society does its heavy lifting. The 
Businesses in this Zone are manual labour intensive, and the source of high 
employment. It is essential in modern good urban design terms  to have a 
Zone like this near Residential Zones so people can walk to work, ride their 
bike etc A bridge over Tiger Brennan Drive from Durack would help this 
outcome. To take away the extension of the General Industry Subdivision as 
per the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan is a backward step in Planning terms 
creating longer trips to work in other General Industry Subdivisions such as 
Winnellie or East Arm. 

None of these things have been taken into consideration in the preparation of 
these planning submissions 
 
 
 

DARWIN REGIONAL LAND USE PLAN 2015 
 

5. Focus on creating economic growth and community growth 
See comment 2,3 above 

6. Reduce the need for Commute travel 
See Comments in 4. Above. 

7. Provide confidence and direction for investors 
If you ignore the requirements of the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan then you 
destroy confidence and direction for investors. The DRLUP has been put 
together over many decades and paid for by the taxpayer. It gives the public 
and investors confidence in the vision and the direction of Government 
Agencies, and certainty for the future. Pinelands Businesses have invested 
close to a Billion dollars in their properties based on this certainty, and the 
eventual extension of the general Industry Zone, and this proposal doesn’t 
understand that. 



 

 

8. Provide alternatives to car travel 
See comments in 4. Above. 

9. Walkable neighbourhoods 
See comments in 4. Above. 

10. Establishing certainty with respect to long term policies is a key 
ingredient for successful and appropriate regional growth 
See comments in 7. above 

11. A sustainable local Community 
See comments in 4. Above. 

None of these things have been taken into consideration in the preparation of 
these planning submissions 
 
 
 
 
COMMUNITY SAFETY DESIGN GUIDE 
 
 See comments in 1 above 
 
 
NT PLANNING ACT 
 

12. ‘The objects of the Act be achieved by ensuring that Planning reflects the 
wishes and needs of the Community through appropriate Consultation 
and input in both the formulation and implementation of planning 
schemes and that the decision making is fair and open’. 

 
There has been no consultation with the people of Durack who are having a jail built 
800 metres away from them. 
REFER ATTACHMENT #1 
The Consultation with Pinelands Business owners was ad hoc, unscientific and 
beggars belief. The few public meetings that were called, were concerning the traffic 
and road changes the Government wish to make, and the jail was mentioned at the 
end of the last meeting as an afterthought. 
The media release for the announcement of the jail location at Pinelands happened 
two hours after Business owners were advised of the proposal. 
 
As far as the Business owners knew, it was being built on the existing Don Dale site, 
as that is what the Minister said in a press release in February 2018. 
The Minister subsequently suggested on the radio that ‘we didn’t want the public to 
know as we didn’t want the back lash’ or words to that effect. 
 
To not meet the requirements of the Act when the General public is bound by the 
Act is atrocious form.  



 

 

Acts aren’t guidelines, they are the law. 
 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON APPLICATION 

13. Application refers to Buffering but doesn’t explain what it is, how it was arrived 
at etc 

14. The Alcohol rehab centre has been offered up as a buffer. From what? A six 
metre high fence? 

15. States:- ‘The site itself has been found appropriate for the centre’ there is no 
justification backing this statement. 

16. Mentions:- ‘Site design that lessens the visual impact of the centre’. What six 
metre high walls with razor wire on them? 

17. Proposal mentions 30 inmates or clients, but doesn’t mention staff numbers. 
18. It says ‘Some in opposition and some in support of the proposal’. This is not 

what the survey shows and not what you experience on the ground in 
Pinelands. 

19. Seems to indicate that there are a range of other options for Pinelands to 
expand its General Industry equal to the one that is being taken away but that 
is not true. 

20. This is not a recreational facility as is claimed. 
21. Under 46(3)(h) Amenity does not acknowledge that the development will affect 

the amenity of the area, as per  negative comments received form Pinelands 
businesses. 

22. Under 46(3)(j) Public Interest doesn’t address the concerns directly, it just 
repeats  vague statements previously made. 

 
 
 
LAND VALUE 
INDUSTRIAL 
An interview with two Commercial Real Estate Professionals revealed the 
following consensus between the two:- 
 

23. The positioning of the jail next to General Industry land will have a negative 
effect on the value of the land. 

24. It will diminish the desirability due to safety fears 
25. It will burden the area with additional light vehicle traffic which is an issue with 

road trains and heavy vehicles 
26. It will burden the area with additional pedestrian traffic which is an issue with 

road trains and heavy traffic 
27. The proposed alteration to road networks would also have a catastrophic effect 

on accessibility and logistics. 
 



 

 

 
LAND VALUE INDUSTRIAL IN FIGURES 
Pinelands Current General Industry Zone consists of around 1.5 million m2 gross in 
area. 
 
Total value of land and improvements on properties is approaching $1 Billion invested 
by private enterprise. 
If the value of the properties decreases by 10% then that’s a $100 Million loss by 
private enterprise because of this proposal imposed by Government. 
These are estimates based on surmises 
 
LAND VALUE 
RESIDENTIAL 
 
An interview with a real estate Professional revealed the following:- 
 
Q:- If a jail is built 800 metres from the suburb of Durack, will that have a negative 
effect on land values? 
 
A:- Absolutely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LAND VALUE RESIDENTIAL IN FIGURES 
Durack consists  of around 1000 houses and units 
 
Total value of land and improvements on properties is approaching $400 Million 
invested by private individuals. 
If the value of the properties decreases by 4% then that’s a $16 Million loss by private 
individuals over this proposal imposed by Government. 
These are estimates based on surmises 
 
The people of Durack were never Consulted. 
 
 
CITY OF PALMERSTON WINNERS OR LOSERS? 



 

 

If the Pinelands General Industry extension is completed. It will mean an extra 100 
properties paying rates in ongoing revenue to the Council. Plus local jobs for workers 
who will buy houses in the area and pay rates, etc.  
If the Jail goes ahead they get nothing because the Northern Territory Government 
does not pay rates on its Buildings. 
 
CONCEPT DESIGN FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO THE 
STUART HIGHWAY 

The redesign of the Stuart Highway entrances and slip roads is another 
case of lack of Consultation. There is reference to Consultation being done in 
2016/17 but no Businesses attended these sessions.  

There has been a design presented which has been met with strong 
opposition as it blocks off streets and slip roads which need access because 
they are retail. It also traps semi trailers who cant turn around. The business 
people are requesting Consultation but aren’t getting it. Instead they are writing 
to Ministers in desperation.  
 
NORTHERN TERRITORY ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AUTHORITY 

28. The Northern Territory Environmental Protection Authority, publishes a 
Guideline ‘recommended land use separation distances’ the Planning 
submission addresses this partly, and gets it wrong. Calculations that we have 
done render the whole site unusable as it is considered a sensitive land use. 
There are three methods of measuring distances offered. The one the 
applicant chose is not justified. as per the Guidelines. 

REFER ATTACHMENT #2 
Further driving home the point that a jail does not belong next to a General 
Industry Zone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRECEDENTS 

In cases where there is no definition for a use in the Planning Scheme, An 
‘undefined use’ can be decided upon by using precedents. Just as it is used in 



 

 

Common Law to provide consistent principled rules, so that similar facts will yield 
similar and predictable outcomes.  

As stated in the application ‘The proposal is not an everyday Planning 
Consideration’ 

A jail is such an undefined use. 
 
The applicant states that ‘Locating centres in areas such as Pinelands is a common 

approach in other locations such as Brisbane in Adelaide’. 
This is a misleading statement. It is not truthful. 

 
If you look at the various Youth Detention centres around the country on Google 

Earth, then you find they are predominantly out in the bush. Adelaide is the only 
exception where it is built in an Industrial area.  

In fact the model Youth Justice Centre in Australia is Ashley School in Tasmania. I 
spoke to several Youth Justice Centre Managers who told me this. It is quite remote. 

In a fair few cases, through lack of a Regional Land Use Plan, or, Governments 
deviating from Regional Use Plans, Urban creep has been allowed to edge towards the 
centres. 

REFER ATTACHMENT #3 
If you look back in History, every jail you can name was built out in the sticks and 

was geographically removed from urban areas. 
 Pentridge VIC, Port Arthur TAS, Long Bay NSW, Yatala SA etc. Even our own 

Fannie Bay jail was built in 1883 an eternity from Port Darwin, and it was roughly 70 
years later when urban creep saw the suburb built around it in 1954. 

Similarly, Berrimah prison was built in 1979 with no urban area near it, except for 
the abattoir. It has now fallen victim to Urban creep itself. 

So if we use ‘precedent’ to make these Planning decisions, why would you 
build a jail in an urban area, ie Pinelands? 
 
THE WYNDHAM CITY EXPERIENCE 

The Victorian Government announced in 2016 that they had chosen a site for a 
new Youth Detention Centre next to South Werribee.  

This was the first the residents and local Council had heard about the proposal 
and they were livid.  

They fought the proposal tooth and nail initially, then realised that it was better 
to all get together, form a coalition and recommend an alternative site. So Wyndham 
City Council, the Police, local Community and Aboriginal organisations joined together 
and identified an alternative site, which the Victorian Government accepted. 

The site near Cherry Creek in the same Council district is five kilometres on all 
sides from any urban areas. The Eastern boundary however will reduce to two 
kilometres from a future pre zoned subdivision, when it urban creeps up, some time in 
the future. But that is it. 

I had a chat to the Mayor about the process they went through and how 
they achieved it. I gave him a description of the process we had been through so 
far. 



 

 

 He said “use what we did as a model, and everyone will end up happy. If 
you don’t consult, you don’t get consensus and why give yourself unnecessary 
anguish.” 
 
IN CONCLUSION:- 
The two centres should go out at Holtze. 
 
They need to be physically and visually separated so that there is no association 
between the Adult Jail and the Youth detention centre, according to the Royal 
Commission. 
 This is easily achieved by a physical separation, and having access driveways 
off different roads. You can look this up and work it out on Google Earth 
 
Holtze is fifteen minutes further in a car or bus, than Pinelands is, from the City, 
which is nothing. 
 
There is no good reason to build  it in Pinelands, or anywhere in Palmerston, to 
the people of Palmerston.  
 
Whomever builds it, will use their own subcontractors, wherever they come from. 
 
Whomever supplies the jail with all their requisites when it is opened, will do so 
whether it is in Pinelands or Holtze. 
 
The two locations are fifteen minutes apart. 
 
There is no Strategic Advantage to putting it in Pinelands………….. so don’t. 
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Morgan Herlihy

From: D And T Preformance <dandtperformance@bigpond.com>
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 2:53 PM
To: NTPlanning Commission
Subject: PLANNED DETENSION CENTER PINELANDS

To the current government of the Northern Territory, 
I am a small business owner in Pinelands and have been operating my business here for 11 years, your proposed 
location of a Detention Centre in Pinelands will strongly impact on my business with the ability for customers to enter 
our premises and the reduced traffic flow with your proposed road changes 
Currently  as you are aware here in Darwin small business have been doing it hard with the change in the economy, we 
need all the help we can get to stay afloat , with your proposed plan you are putting the final nail in our coffin 
I strongly object to this proposed development and hope a different location can be found, I also hope as a Government 
you will listen to the people that are governing and make the right discussions  
Denny Ross 
D&T Performance Darwin 
Pinelands 
        







=====================================================================

Submission Number: 4

Name: Christian

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: Christian.raymund.sarmiento@gmail.com

Postal Address: 19 Bullita street

=====================================================================

 

I object to this plan. There is so much space next to the old Don dale to build a new one. There

has been so many break ins in Palmerston already. Shifting the youth detention centre to

pinelands is a bad move. If there is a riot or a break out (we all know there has been a few lately),

moving the detention centre closer to residents will ENSURE that the Palmerston residents loses

confidence in the government. Will you PLEASE listen to the people?

 

I propose that the new Youth detention centre be built next to or near the existing site. There are

no detriments to this proposal as the businesses and residents nearby are already accustomed to

having a detention centre close by. Further, the transition would be easier on tax payers as well as

the government (ie, transportation etc).



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 71

Name: Fatima Sarmiento

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: 994416@gmail.com

Postal Address: 19 Bullita Street Durack

=====================================================================

 

While I fully agree that we need a new (and larger!) detention centre for the youth criminals, I can't

understand the reasoning why it is planned for so close to commercial, industrial and residential

areas where it will affect public safety, traffic issues to the industrial areas, property values as well

as probably having considerable light lumes from floodlights at night. Moreover, as evidenced by

the fire that happened a few months ago, who is to say that it will not happen again. It will probably

cause even more issues as the industrial areas next to Pinelands contains combustible materials.

 

There are hundreds of square miles of nothing further south of Darwin. How about building it down

there or closer to the Holtze Prison?



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 73

Name: Fausto Sarmiento

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: fausto.juanita.sarmiento@gmail.com

Postal Address: 19 Bullita St Durack

=====================================================================

 

While I fully agree that we need a new (and larger!) detention centre for the youth criminals, I can't

understand the reasoning why it is planned for so close to commercial, industrial and residential

areas where it will affect public safety, traffic issues to the industrial areas, property values as well

as probably having considerable light lumes from floodlights at night. Moreover, as evidenced by

the fire that happened a few months ago, who is to say that it will not happen again. It will probably

cause even more issues as the industrial areas next to Pinelands contains combustible materials.

 

There are hundreds of square miles of nothing further south of Darwin. How about building it down

there or closer to the Holtze Prison? That way, the services can be shared by both departments.



=====================================================================

Submission Number: 72

Name: Juanita Sarmiento

Phone: null

Fax: null

Email: fausto.juanita.sarmiento@gmail.com

Postal Address: 19 Bullita St Durack

=====================================================================

 

While I fully agree that we need a new (and larger!) detention centre for the youth criminals, I can't

understand the reasoning why it is planned for so close to commercial, industrial and residential

areas where it will affect public safety, traffic issues to the industrial areas, property values as well

as probably having considerable light lumes from floodlights at night. Moreover, as evidenced by

the fire that happened a few months ago, who is to say that it will not happen again. It will probably

cause even more issues as the industrial areas next to Pinelands contains combustible materials.

 

There are hundreds of square miles of nothing further south of Darwin. How about building it down

there or closer to the Holtze Prison? That way, the services can be shared by both departments.















ABN 40 08S 562 874
PO Box 441
Berrimah
NT 0828
Office: (08) 89328219
Fax (08) 8932s065
Email : ad m[L@com gra [e.= cogl . a U

To The Chairpercon,
D evelap ment Co n s ent Auth o rity.

I hercby formally tender my objection to the rezoning application for
Section 00067 Hundred of Bagot
125 McFarland Road
Pinelands NT 0829

Although I understand the cunent location of the youth detention centrc sife fias become
inconvenient to the govemment and there is a need to upgrade ar renew the facility, I reject the
premise that moving the facility two Klomefers fo so/ne out of site industrial land in a pine foresf
is the answer.

I purchased 19 McKnnon Rd. Pinelands in 2001 with the expectation that the land araund this
area, cuffentty zoned Gl, would be made avaitable for industriat development, thus making this
area the industrialcrossroads with direct access to East Arm, Gtyde Point, Darwin, Palmercton
and the Rural area. lf the land in question is rezoned to CP and FD the opportunity for growth in
the arca will be frustrated and options fof altemafive access conidors will be severely restricted.

I believe this would devalue my land and hamper my cunent and potential amenity.
/ also have daubts about so/ne claims in the prcposal. I believe the sewenge r.ssue has been
glossed over, as the current facility, only twa Nlometers away, has twa retention ponds and still
patlutes downstream.
A quote from the proposal, "the site location is free from conflict with highly sensitive land uses
including schools and residences." Ihese lbsues do not yet exist on the current site hawever the
proposed srfe has in close proximity, a LPG depot, a sand blaster/painter, two scrap metal
rccyclerc and two rock crushing plants. lt all depends on your deftnition of 'fighly sensitive land
uses'.

This proposal for rezoning makes it clear that this is an undesirable facility to have next door
and it is obvious that this is the whale basrs for the proposed relacation af the facility from its
cunent site, which includes ample space for a new facility with existing and appropriate zaning.

Yours slnce rely,

. -.. : ", ',.'. .

Bart Sutherland
Ph: 0417 807 80A

Director
Compiete Crane Hire Wr) PV. Ltd. ffi"sffis,[Bffp*qg$mffi

Director
The Crane lndusfry Council of Australia wlw.€isg.$;_sryl"aq

December 201 8.
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Morgan Herlihy

From: Dr Tom Lewis OAM <Alderman.Lewis@palmerston.nt.gov.au>
Sent: Thursday, 13 December 2018 7:47 AM
To: Planning NTG
Subject: TRM: Objection

I object to the planned Youth Detention Centre/Drug Rehabilitation Centre at Pinelands on the following 
grounds: 

‐ inappropriate size ‐ too large ‐ for the land chosen 
‐ inappropriate location, next to an industrial suburb 
‐ inappropriate location, next to an domestic suburb 
‐ for the two above, on grounds of security, traffic, and noise 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr Tom Lewis OAM 
Alderman 
m: 0434 999 778 
a: PO Box 1, Palmerston NT 0831 Australia 
w: www.palmerston.nt.gov.au  e: Alderman.Lewis@palmerston.nt.gov.au 

City of Palmerston - A place for people  

This email, including any attachments, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) and may contain confidential and/or personal information and may also be the 
subject of legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise by return email, delete the message permanently from your system and destroy any 
copies without disclosing the contents in any way. 
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P: +61 8 8982 8100 
F: +61 8 8981 1405 

E: darwin@chambernt.com.au 
 

Suite 5/4 Shepherd Street 
Darwin, Northern Territory 

0800 Australia 
 

GPO Box 1825 
Darwin, Northern Territory 

0801 Australia 
 

ABN 36 160 572 513 
 

www.chambernt.com.au 
 

14 December 2018 
 

 

 
 
Chairman 
Development Consent Authority 
Palmerston 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 

The Northern Territory Chamber of Commerce and Industry is the largest employer association in the 
Territory, with 1250 members from across the NT. Our members range from large corporates through to 
sole traders, with the majority employing less than 20 staff. The objects of the Chamber are to promote the 
interests of the members generally and as “The Voice of Territory Business” to promote in particular the 
establishment and development of trade, commerce and industry and all forms of economic and business 
activity whether domestic or international in the Northern Territory and Australia. 
 
The Chamber has viewed the consultation process around developments in Pinelands with some concern, 
given the combining of two separate issues, being road changes and the Youth Detention Centre. In 
November we gave members of the Chamber in the Greater Darwin area an opportunity to provide feedback 
through a member survey, which clearly separated the two issues.  

Over 10% of our members responded to the survey, with more than 85% of respondents based in the 
Pinelands/Holtze area and immediate surrounding suburbs. The other 13% of respondents were drawn from 
other areas of Greater Darwin. 

Overwhelmingly, our members have voiced their objection to the proposal to construct a youth corrections 
facility on crown land currently zoned General Industry. Only 8% of respondents supported the re-zoning 
of the land for this purpose. Those opposed cited a range of reasons including impacts on current land 
values, security concerns with breakouts, lessening the long term availability of industrial land, negative 
impact on the amenity of the current landholders and availability of other more appropriate sites. 

We believe that this proposal has been developed without due consideration of the existing business 
community needs and that more work be undertaken to get expert opinion on the merits of other possible 
sites so that a reasonable proposal be developed over a sufficient time frame to involve all relevant, local 
stakeholders.  

 
 
 

mailto:darwin@chambernt.com.au


If you require any further information on the matters outlined above, please contact the undersigned on 
8982 8100. 
 
Yours Faithfully 
 

 
 
Greg Bicknell 
Chief Executive Officer 

 
 













Container No:  LD055/0067 

David Dwight 
Development Assessment Services 
GPO Box 1680 
Darwin NT 0801 

Dear David 

RE: PA2018/0457 - Section 0067 Hundred of Bagot - 125 McFarland Road Pinelands - Rezone from 
Zone GI General Industry to Zones CP Community Purpose 

In response to your letter of the above proposal for development application purpose, Power and 
Water Corporation Water Services advises the following with reference to water and sewer enquiries: 

1. Reticulated water services are available in the area however the parcel currently not serviced.
Water headworks are required to be constructed to service the site at subdivision or building
stage. The developer should contact Services Development to discuss servicing requirements.

2. Reticulated sewer services are currently unavailable in the area. The developer shall contact
relevant authorities to discuss servicing requirements for the proposed development.

If you have any further queries, please contact the undersigned on 8924 5396, or email 
waterdevelopment@powerwater.com.au 

Yours sincerely 

Don Buentipo 
Services Development 

19th December 2018 

cc: Mrs Hanna Steevens 
email: hanna.steevens@elton.com.au 

mailto:waterdevelopment@powerwater.com.au








From: Allison Hooper

To: David Dwight

Subject: FW: Justice centre rezoning application

Date: Thursday, 20 December 2018 2:58:35 PM

Hi David,
Could you please save this into ILIS and forward a copy through to Hanna.
 
 
Thanks,
Allison
 
 

From: Timothy Bowden <Timothy.Bowden@nt.gov.au> 
Sent: Thursday, 20 December 2018 2:56 PM
To: Allison Hooper <Allison.Hooper@nt.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Justice centre rezoning application
 
Hello Allison,
 
The application for PA2018/0457 has been assessed by this department with no objections,
provided that any relevant works are completed in accordance with the Food Act (NT) 2004, the
Public & Environmental Health Act (NT) 2011, the Public & Environmental Health Regulations(NT)
2014, The Food Standards Code and The National Construction Code.
 
Kind regards, Tim Bowden ( Environmental Health).
 
 

mailto:Allison.Hooper@nt.gov.au
mailto:David.Dwight@nt.gov.au


From: Nina Kurucz

To: David Dwight

Cc: Allan Warchot

Subject: RE: PA20180457 - Youth Justice Centre (Biting Midge)

Date: Wednesday, 16 January 2019 8:31:56 AM

Attachments: image001.png
image005.png
image007.png
image010.png
Biting Midge Pest Calendar for coastal NT 2019.pdf
Pinelands biting midge urban buffer.pdf

Hi David

Section 67 will be subject to seasonal biting midge pest problems. Biting midges are most active
in the two hours around sunset and sunrise, with the late dry and early wet season (August to
December) representing the peak periods, although within about 1km of the mangroves, pest
problems can occur in any month. Pest problems usually start 3 days before the full moon and
last until 3 days after the full moon. The same but to a lesser extend applies to the period around
the new moon (see attached biting midge pest calendar for 2019). Therefore, there would be
appreciable disruption to outside evening and early morning activities if personal protection is
not applied. Outside night guards would also need to use regular personal protection measures.
Biting midges are not known to transmit human diseases in Australia, but can cause irritating
bites that can lead to secondary infection, with newcomers to the region most likely to
experience more severe reactions to bites.

Attached is a biting midge buffer map that includes Section 67. The biting midge buffer shown in
your map can be reduced down to 1km, as indicated in the attached map (yellow zone), due to
roads, railway, and industrial areas providing a partial buffer for biting midges. This would be in
line with the Durack, Muirhead and Berrimah Farm residential subdivisions, which have a
reduced 1km biting midge buffer due to other development within the buffer zone. The biting
midge problem in the yellow zone would be comparable to the Marlow Lagoon Primary School
(Palmerston Christian School) and Bayview Haven, while the biting midge problem in the red
zone would be comparable to the western portion of nearby Durack. Ideally, outdoor facilities to
be used early in the morning or late in the afternoon should be sited in the red zone, furthest
away from the mangroves.

Mosquitoes are also likely to affect the site, arising from numerous swamps to the north of the
Stuart Highway, with problems in Section 67 most likely similar as experienced in Durack and at
Berrimah Farm, although the completely cleared Portion 1157 and relatively wide Pinelands
Industrial zone would be appreciable disruptions for mosquito dispersal. Personal
protection/avoidance would need to be used during high risk periods for mosquito borne disease
(December to June) and pest mosquito issues, which are usually alerted to by Medical
Entomology via media releases.

If the facility was to proceed, a biting insect management plan would be recommended.

Please contact myself or Allan Warchot if you require any further information,
Kind regards
Nina

mailto:Nina.Kurucz@nt.gov.au
mailto:David.Dwight@nt.gov.au
mailto:Allan.Warchot@nt.gov.au
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Culicoides ornatus 
 
 
 


Medical Entomology 


Centre for Disease Control 


Department of Health 


                                              Northern Territory Government 


                           https://health.nt.gov.au/professionals/centre-for-disease-control/cdc-
programs-and-units/medical-entomology 
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Biting Midge Pest Periods in Coastal Northern Territory Areas 


The mangrove biting midge, Culicoides ornatus can be an appreciable 
pest close to its breeding sites. In the NT, C. ornatus causes the 
greatest pest problems around extensive coastal and tidal river 
mangrove areas up to 2km inland from the mangrove margin.  


Primary breeding sites are in the upper reaches of small tidal creeks, 
and are associated with mud and Rhizophora and Avicennia mangrove 
pneumatophores. The more of these small mangrove creeks in an 
area, the greater is the potential for severe pest problems. Less 
productive breeding sites include muddy foreshores with extensive 
areas of the woodland mangrove species Sonneratia alba. The 
Sonneratia breeding sites can cause a minor pest problem starting 2 to 
3 days earlier than the main pest periods indicated in this pest 
calendar. 


Mangrove biting midge abundance is usually highest 3 days either side 
of the full moon and to a lesser extent 3 days either side of the new 
moon. Relatively low numbers occur during the wet season, with an 
increase from April to July. Highest numbers occur between August 
and December, coinciding with the increase in high tide levels each 
month during this period.  


Biting midges do not transmit diseases to humans in Australia but 
scratching of the bites may lead to secondary bacterial infection. 
Culicoides ornatus are most active in the 2 hour period before and after 
sunrise and sunset. However, bites can also occur at other times and 
during the day in or adjacent to their breeding sites.  


Personal protection, such as full-length trousers, long-sleeved shirts, 
socks and shoes, and the use of insect repellents containing DEET or 
picaridin will generally be required within 2 km of biting midge breeding 
sites. Protection is also provided by mosquito lanterns and electric plug 
in devices. Barrier sprays near outdoor patio or recreation areas 
applied to screening shrubs and external walls and fences up to 2m 
high can also offer very good protection for extended periods. 


This calendar shows periods when high C. ornatus numbers are 
expected in NT coastal areas in 2019.  


 


For more information please contact: Medical Entomology, CDC, 
Department of Health, Darwin on (08) 89228901 


 


Disclaimer: 


This Pest Calendar has been developed to provide an indication of potential C. ornatus pest periods, and therefore should 
only be used as an indicator.  
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                     Biting Midge Pest Calendar for coastal NT 2019 
 


JANUARY   FEBRUARY 


M T W T F S S   M T W T F S S 


 1 2 3 4 5 6●      1 2 3 


7 8 9 10 11 12 13   4 5● 6 7 8 9 10 


14 15 16 17 18 19 20   11 12 13 14 15 16 17 


21◌ 22 23 24 25 26 27   18 19 20◌ 21 22 23 24 


28 29 30 31     25 26 27      28    


                              


MARCH   APRIL 


M T W T F S S   M T W T F S S 


    1 2 3  1 2 3 4 5● 6 7 


4 5 6 7● 8 9 10   8 9 10 11 12 13 14 


11 12 13 14 15 16 17   15 16 17 18 19◌ 20 21 


18 19 20 21◌ 22 23 24   22 23 24 25 26 27 28 


25 26 27 28 29 30 31   29 30      


                            


MAY   JUNE 


M T W T F S S   M T W T F S S 


  1 2 3 4 5●      1 2 


6 7 8 9 10 11 12   3● 4 5 6 7 8 9 


13 14 15 16 17 18 19◌   10 11 12 13 14 15 16 


20 21 22 23 24 25 26   17◌ 18 19 20 21 22 23 


27 28 29 30      31   24 25 26 27 28 29 30 


                              


JULY   AUGUST 


M T W T F S S   M T W T F S S 
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Detention Centre/ Youth 
Justice Facility

Proposal by Elton Consulting on behalf of the 
Government

 The land is to be rezoned from GI (General Industry) to CP (Community 
Purpose) to accommodate a Youth Justice Centre

 The rest of the land is to be rezoned FD (Future development) which 
would include co location for similar services as well as a buffer for the 
Youth Justice Centre

 The original plan shown to Pinelands residents showed an Alcohol and 
Rehabilitation facility site but this is not shown on the new plan.

 There are no details of what is to be built on site. We do know the bus 
stop is 1.25 km from the site and pedestrian access would be through a 
heavy industrial area.
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Main points

Objects of the Act 
Conflict of interest
Change of Zone 
Location 
Alternative sites 

(1) The objects of this Act are to plan for, and provide a framework of 
controls for, the orderly use and development of land.

(2) The objects are to be achieved by: 

(f) ensuring, as far as possible, that planning reflects the wishes and 
needs of the community through appropriate public consultation and 
input in both the formulation and implementation of planning schemes; 

Objects of the Act
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 Wishes of the community – 1400 people signed petition opposing 
development of land for a detention centre

 Appropriate public consultation – the only consultation was to nearby 
owners which was 2 hours before the site was publicly announced The 
Minister stated in Parliament that ‘ Now that we have announced the 
site, there is consultation about the site. It needs to go through a 
planning process and there will be consultation’. 

 In other words consultation after the event.

History – Berrimah (existing site) 
 In Feb 2018 Minister Wakefield announced that the new detention 

centre would be built on the existing site at Berrimah

 “The new facility will be on the existing Berrimah site. This block of 
land has been selected due to its serviceability, accessibility by service 
providers, ownership and size. The new Darwin site will support 
approximately 30 young people in cottage-style, secure accommodation 
with scalability built-in to design,” she said.

 Aboriginal community-controlled organisation Danila Dilba Health 
Service was involved in the consultation with young people about 
selection of the Darwin location. CEO Olga Havnen said that the 
Berrimah site was highly recommended.
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More History – new site - Pinelands

9th August - Media Release Minister Wakefield

 The Territory Labor Government has announced the proposed site of a 
new Darwin Rehabilitation Precinct.

 The precinct will incorporate the new Darwin Youth Justice Centre (and 
see Don Dale shut down), as well as an Alcohol and Rehabilitation 
Centre.

 The proposed location is Territory Government owned land at Lot 67, 
Hundred of Bagot, Pinelands. The site sits between the Stuart Highway 
and Tiger Brennan Drive.

Government reasons for Pinelands site
 Relocating these services from Berrimah – where Don Dale and the 

sobering up shelter are currently located - preserves that area for 
future developments more suited to residential uses, and separates 
potential conflicting land uses such as school sites.

 It will enable this valuable land to be used for more residential living in 
the future that is close to proposed community use facilities and 
services.

 The development of the Pinelands site into a Rehabilitation Precinct will 
allow future opportunities for service providers, training providers and 
businesses to collaborate and potentially co-locate there or the nearby 
light industrial area.
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Public Consultation and Community 
Reaction

NT News October 27

 Clint Handley, whose business abuts the site, said it was 
“a joke” that business owners hadn’t been informed until 
two hours before the public announcement.

Public Consultation and Community 
Reaction

 Public consultation over this site has been practically nil. That 
public consultation required under the Act included input in both 
the formulation and implementation of planning schemes. This 
rezoning application is an amendment to the planning scheme and 
public input hasn’t happen.

 That public consultation should have occurred long before this 
proposal went to the Planning Commission. What we have today is 
public comment after the Government has selected the site. That 
is not consultation.

 1400 people signed a petition opposing the site – approving this 
site does not reflect the wishes of the people.
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Example of Consultation 
Advisory group (Wyndham City Council, Cherry 
Creek Victoria)
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Conflict of Interest 

 The Minister for Infrastructure, Logistics and Planning 
said at the public meeting held at Free Spirit Resort 
that she supported the site for the detention centre.

 The Minister also said in Parliament in response to a 
question on the 23rd October last year that Pinelands 
was the best site.

 As the Minister will be the one making the final decision 
over the rezoning isn’t there a conflict of interest? Does 
the Minister have to step away from making a decision.

Change of zone from GI to CP and FD

GI – this zone is to provide for general industry 

General Industry means an industry other than light industry or a rural 
industry 

‘Industry’ includes the following operations: 

(a) the carrying out of a process of manufacture whether or not to produce a 
finished article; 

(b) the dismantling of an article, machinery or vehicle; 

(c) the treatment of waste materials; 

(d) the packaging of goods or machinery;

(e) the process of testing or analysis of an article, goods or materials; 
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General Industry Land in the Darwin and 
Palmerston Region

 The following map shows the land in the Darwin and 
Palmerston region which is presently zoned General 
Industry.

 Most of the land has now been developed except for land 
at Hudson Creek, Hidden Valley and some land at the rear 
of Tivendale Road .

 The only other land is at Pinelands.

 This change of zoning would remove approximately 60 ha 
of valuable General Industry land.
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Value of land removed

 General Industry Land is valuable 

 Approximately 60 ha of land = 170 blocks = $80m+.

 So from a planning perspective this rezoning removes a large 
area of General Industry land from the industrial estate.

 It also removes valuable Crown land that could be sold to 
help relieve the Government’s financial problems.

 The Berrimah site is free and has water, electricity, 
sewerage, car parking and a footy oval and is close to public 
transport!

The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan
The key purpose of this Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 2015 is to identify the essential 
characteristics and needs that will shape future growth in the region and establish an 
overarching framework for future development.

This plan provides a strategic framework to anticipate and manage future growth in the Darwin 
Region. The framework and policy approach established by the plan will result in better 
integrated land use, transport and infrastructure planning, to deliver more sustainable and cost-
effective outcomes, and provide for economic and community growth in balance with protection 
of the environment.

Key Industrial Objectives

• Identify adequate industrial land to:

○ Ensure the detailed planning for future development in the region takes account of the 
limited opportunities to appropriately locate strategic industrial development to minimise the 
potential for future land use conflict and detrimental impacts on the environment.
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 This change of zoning will reduce future valuable industrial 
land to allow for a detention centre. This does not align with 
the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan key industrial objectives. 

In other words

 The Adelaide Youth Centre is used by the Government as an example of 
why the site at Pinelands is suitable. Yes, it is in a industrial area but it 
is also close to residential land? 

 That sounds like the existing Berrimah site. So what’s wrong with the 
present site at Berrimah?

Alternative and interstate sites
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Existing site at Berrimah

 Has existing infrastructure – water, electricity, sewerage, carpark

 This block of land has been selected due to its serviceability, accessibility 
by service providers, ownership and size. – Minister Wakefield

 Land is zoned for purpose – CP – Community Purpose

 Some facilities may be able to reused to reduce overall cost eg football 
oval, buildings. Royal Commission Page 452 The new facilities should 
have multiple areas for physical recreation. These might include: • an 
oval and equipment to play football and other field sports, as well as 
athletics

Close to public transport

Close to Wongabilla – working with animals

Arguments against present Alcohol Rehab Centre  are spurious 
when it comes to future residential development. These 
arguments have been put by the Government/Halikos. Note: 
the FORWAARD Alcohol Rehab centre is at 33 Charles St 
opposite the local child care centre.

Berrimah site is already situated close to industrial land and 
residential land and has been so for many years
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 The new Cherry Creek Youth Justice Centre near 
Werribee in Victoria is on farm land – not near a 
prison. 

 This site is not near an adult prison.

 The Holtze prison would not fit into the 
recommendation of the Royal Commission - Page 
446

 The new facilities should not be located on, or in 
close proximity to, adult prison precincts. 
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 We can argue where is the best place for this facility but 
the bottom line is that the chance of a sensible and 
mature discussion went out the door when the Minister 
announced to local businesses that Pinelands was to be 
the preferred site 2 hours before she announced it to the 
media. 

 What happened in Victoria should have been a model for 
here.

 The process needs to start again and this rezoning 
application should be dropped.
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Summary

 This application does not align with the objects of the Planning Act

 It is not supported by the community

 There has been no public consultation

 The rezoning does not comply with the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan

 A large part of land available for General Industry is removed from the 
General Industry estate

 The Planning Minister has a conflict of interest

 The original site supported by the Minister, Berrimah, should be the 
selected site.



 
 
YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE OBJECTION TO REZONE-NT PLANNING 
COMMISSION 
 
This application only refers to a Youth Justice Centre and a Rehabilitation precinct. 
 
Subsequent press releases have revealed that it is for a Youth Justice Centre, an 
Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation Centre, as well as a Sobering Up Shelter 
 
This proposal, becomes worse as more of the truth is revealed 
 
By being proposed next to a General Industry Zone, a Land Use Conflict is 
immediately created. 
 
The main points of objection I wish to put forward, and as per the objections lodged 
against the application, is that we have two opposing land uses being put together. 
 
These opposing land uses will clash. 
 
They introduce Dangers to Human health and Human life. 
 
These risks outweigh any good, if there is any, in locating these uses side by side 
 
There is no strategic advantage to this. 
 
There are other alternatives, at other sites. 
 
Of the submissions received only two are for, and ninety six are against. 
 
 Four are Government Departments with a statutory requirements to deal with their 
field of expertise only. 
 
I believe if the two supporters of the proposal were made aware of all the facts, they 
would change their tune. One of the supporters is based in Melbourne.  
 
 
I REFER TO THE DARWIN REGIONAL LAND USE PLAN 
2015 
GET PLAN DRLUP 2015  OUT 
 

1. This publication is one of the most valuable assets that the 
property owners of Darwin have. 

 
2. The people of the Northern Territory have you people, the NT 

Planning Commission to thank for this publication. It is a great 
work.  
 



3. I believe it is the result of some 60 years of formulation, and the 
prayers of Territorians were answered upon its publication. It is 
based heavily on consultation. And it is what the public asked for. 

 
4. One of its key values is that it provides certainty and security to 

investors in property, be they first home owners, mums and dads, 
business owners or property developers. 
 

5.  Another of its key values is that it protects Tens of Billions of 
dollars of investment. 
 

6. It is a guardian against the vagaries of elected Governments that 
come and go. 
 

7. It is a guardian against decisions made out of pressure and panic 
rather than thought and consideration. 
 

8. Twelve of our Members of Parliament have only two years 
experience. 
 

9. This lack of ability to form a ‘big picture’ by these elected members 
is no problem, because we have a guardian.  
 

10. But its value as a guardian, is only maintained, if you don’t 
deviate from it. 
 

Among its contents, it states:- 
 

1. A regional land use plan that provides a clear coherent framework for the 
future development of the City. 
 

2. Key residential objectives 
a. Development that is consistent with the communitys, economic, 

social, cultural and environmental values 
 

3. Key industrial objectives 
a. Provide confidence and direction for investors 

 
b. ‘Establishing certainty with respect to the long term policies is a key 

ingredient for successful and appropriate regional growth’ 
 
c. ‘Ensure the detailed planning for future development in the region takes 

account of the limited opportunities to appropriately locate strategic 
industrial development to minimise the potential for future land use conflict 
and detrimental impacts on the environment’. 



 
d. ‘General Industries are more likely to be attracted to localities providing 

convenient access to major transport networks and key infrastructure’ 
Achieving the vision for the Darwin Region requires a rational foundation 
for long term land use’ 

 
4. Reduced need for Commuter travel 

 
The Darwin Regional Land Use Plan shows Section 67 as future General Industry, 
an extension of the Pinelands General Industry Estate. 
 
To satisfy the wishes of the people of the Northern Territory it should stay this way. 
 
This application does not conform to any of what I have just mentioned. 
 
This application, in its section 7.2.2 Darwin Regional Land Use Plan 
 
 does not acknowledge or address the contents of the Plan as it relates 
to this development. 
 
I now wish to address the NEGATIVE ECONOMIC EFFECT 
OF THE PROPOSAL 
 

1. There is a combined private sector investment of $1.4 Billion in the Pinelands 
Industrial Estate. 
 

2. This investment was carried on in the knowledge that the estate was Zoned 
General Industry and that in the future this Zone would be extended to the 
West adding a further 100 General Industry blocks, to the 135 existing blocks. 
 

3. General Industry requires access to Major transport networks as mentioned in 
the regional land use plan and Pinelands is ideally located between the Stuart 
Highway and Tiger Brennan Drive. 
 

4. Co location of allied Industries is a feature of a General Industrial Zone.  An 
example of a co located chain is the following:- Steel merchants, steel 
fabrication, blasting and painting, mechanical component supply, mechanical 
component fitting, crane lifting, transport and delivery. 
 

5. Those seven different businesses work successfully together to manufacture 
a product. The fact that they are co located makes it economical. This 
exponentially increases,  on the increase in size of a General Industry Estate.  
 

6. To limit future growth of this estate, reduces co location economies of scale. 
 

7. Re Zoning this land send the wrong message to future investors. 
 



 
 
 

 
TO THE PEOPLE OF PALMERSTON 

 
8. If the extension to the Pinelands General Industry subdivision is completed as 

per the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan then it will mean an extra 100 
properties paying rates to City of Palmerston Council. If the Youth Justice 
Centre goes ahead, then they get nothing, as the NT Government does not 
pay rates on its properties. 
 

9. If the extension to the Pinelands General Industry subdivision is completed as 
per the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan then it will mean an extra 1000 or so 
jobs in the immediate area of Palmerston. 

 
 
I now wish to address PROPERTY VALUES 
 

1. The positioning of the Youth Justice Centre next to both industrial land and in 
the vicinity of residential land will have a negative effect on property values. 
 

2. It will diminish the saleability due to safety fears. ’saleability’ is the key word. 
 

3. We interviewed a range of Real Estate agents, Valuers, and a Quantity 
Surveyor. 
 

4. Perception, perception, perception. 
 

5. If a purchaser has a choice between buying a house in three different 
locations. If one is near a Youth Justice Centre, a rough estimate was given, 
that 75% of purchasers will only consider the other two. 
 

6. This is the same case for prospective tenants of Rental properties 
 

7. By the same token a purchaser of an Industrial property, if, looking at 
properties in three different locations will consider the ones away from the 
Youth Justice Centre.  
 

8. This is the same case for prospective tenants of Industrial Rental properties. 
 

9. Indeed, amongst the submissions for this meeting, you will find a letter from a 
Tenant of 8 years standing who is not renewing his lease for that very reason. 
 

10. Security is a high priority. 
 

11.  Also of note is the fact that, five Business owners in Pinelands are Female. 
All work into the night on regular occasions and have expressed vulnerability 
when hearing of this proposal. 



 
12. 27% of the employees in Pinelands are Female.  

 
 

13. That is why there is a downward pressure on land values with fewer 
purchasers or tenants willing to consider properties near a Youth Justice 
Centre. 
 

 
 
I now wish to address LAND USE CONFLICT and , 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH. 
 

1. On the face of it, this is a clash of polar opposites as far as land use goes. 
 

2. On one side of the fence you have General Industry. 
 

3. The term General Industry actually includes Heavy Industry and virtually all 
the blocks neighbouring Section 67 are Heavy Industry. 
 

4. It is where society does all its Heavy Lifting. 
 

5. It is dirty and dangerous, and it has a high Manual Labour content.  
 

6. It almost exclusively uses Heavy Machinery. 
 

7. Residual emissions consisting of odour, noise, smoke, dust, exhaust fumes, 
paint over spray, solvent fumes, petrol fumes are legitimate by products of the 
processes carried on here, and when wind borne, they will effect neighbouring 
sites. 
 

8. Vibration is another by product of most Heavy Industry and the below 
mentioned ones in particular. 
 

9. Even while using best practice safety and containment, emissions are a 
known by product, and this is accepted by the EPA. 
 

10. The remote possibility of fire or explosions, is, a possibility. 
 

11. Employees and workers in a General Industry Zone are trained in Danger 
mitigation, are drilled in what to do in an emergency, have access to PPE or 
Personal Protection Equipment, they have alarms and muster points. Safety is 
part of their Employment. 
 

12. Within close proximity to the proposed Youth Justice Centre are the following 
General Industry operations. 
 



13.  Three screening plants. In these plants soil, stones, clays, sand, 
cracker dust are mixed to form different grades of fill for projects such as 
roads etc. This involves spreading by bulldozer, and constant back and forth 
motions by both graders and water trucks. When in reverse gear, they 
produce a loud high pitched skwark alarm which, the noise of which carries for 
some distance. Two of them also operate pug mills. The noise is tremendous, 
and wind borne dust is a legitimate by product. They operate 24 hours day at 
various times of the year, but 12 hours a day is typical.  

GET metal crushing photos OUT 
14. Two metal recycling yards. These yards collect and sort different metals into 

piles, and then crush them, load them onto trucks, and cart them down south 
for recycling. The action of crushing is extraordinarily noisy and can be heard 
throughout the Pinelands estate, certainly more than 500 metres away. First 
the metal is cut with giant shears, then it is compressed in purpose made 
steel machines. Then it is loaded and taken away. When in reverse gear, the 
machinery produces a loud high pitched skwark alarm, which carries. These 
operate 24 hours a day for up to two weeks at a time a minimum of six times a 
year. There are up to seven machines operating at one time each with a 
reversing alarm.  

15. Two petroleum tanker storage yards. There is only one thing more 
dangerous than a full tanker of petroleum products and that is an empty 
tanker as the fuel vapour is eminently more volatile. Explosion is a remote 
possibility. When in reverse gear, the machinery produces a loud high pitched 
skwark alarm, which carries.. Both these operations are 24 Hours a day.  
  

16. A metal blasting and painting yard. When large metal structures have to be 
prepped and painted quite often it cant be inside a sealed spray booth, or an 
enclosed space, so it can be legitimately done in the open air using best 
practice environmentally friendly machinery using vacuums attached to the 
spray heads and such like. Not all overspray from sand blasting or spray 
painting ,can be captured. When in reverse gear, the machinery used 
produces a loud high pitched skwark alarm, which carries. This operation, on 
demand, is a 24 Hours a day, but generally 12 hours a day.  
 
 

17. The above mentioned operations also involve road trains. Pinelands is an 
MVR designated Road Train Zone 
 

18. On the other side of the fence you have a Community Facility. The offenders 
in the Youth Justice Centre are Human Beings. They are also limited in their 
movement and choices, and a presumption of their age, circumstance and 
experience would tell you that they don’t understand Risk or Industrial Hazard 
in this context.  
 

19. If they are restricted in areas of a containment facility, which by virtue of the 
wind or other, is being subjected to legitimate emissions coming from the 
General Industry Zone, then that is a huge issue. 
 



20. Noise in its various frequencies doesn’t respect fences or separation 
distances. Low Frequencies are omnidirectional and in the form of vibration 
travel significant distance. High frequency alarms are engineered to travel 
long distances and garner attention. 
 

21. Dust, paint overspray and other legitimate emissions could present health 
issues such as asthma and lung complaints. Remember, the occupants of the 
General Industry side of the fence will have risk mitigation devices whereas 
the occupants of the Youth Justice Centre will not. 
 

22. There is also a specialist arms manufacturer on the boundary that has large 
stocks of ammunition, and materials to make it. 
 

23. I would put it to you that these two Zones cannot co exist next to one another. 
 

24. Australia is a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the rights of 
the child 
 

25. Article 3 paragraph 3 states 

26. 3. States Parties shall ensure that the institutions, services and facilities responsible 
for the care or protection of children shall conform with the standards established by 
competent authorities, particularly in the areas of safety, health, in the number and 
suitability of their staff, as well as competent supervision. 

 
27. The NT Environmental Protection Authority provides us with recommended 

land use separation distances.  
 

28. It also states that these are a minimum, that they are based on a generality 
and that the key parameters need to be considered for each location. 
 

29. Be that as it may, the recommended separation distances blanket the whole 
of the proposed site, and prevent its use as a Community Facility and 
therefore a Youth Justice Centre. 
 

THERE ARE DANGEROUS GOODS LEGITITAMATELY STORED ON MANY OF 
THE SITES IN PINELANDS, THESE INCLUDE BULK PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL AND METHANOL.  
These are referred to under Australian Standards as Dangerous Goods 

 
In summary, this application cannot be approved. 

 
 

 
 

I now wish to address the NT PLANNING SCHEME 
1. IT STATES IN THE NT PLANNING SCHEME THAT:‐ 

GET road train photos OUT 
GET PRESS RELEASE OUT 



GET ROAD TRAIN ROUTES OUT 
2. The administration of the scheme is to contribute to safe communities. 

By putting a Youth Detention Centre, an Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation Centre, and 
a Sobering up shelter next to an area zoned General Industry, you are not 
contributing to a safe community. 
The bus stop is on the Stuart Highway which means visitors, as well as at risk 
individuals, have to walk approximately one kilometre through a General Industry 
area to get to the three Centres, putting them in danger from the Heavy goods 
vehicles, road trains etc. that are the stock and trade of a General Industry 
Zone.substance abuse in an Industiral setting is just asking for trouble 
 
Putting vulnerable people suffering from addiction and substance abuse in an 
Industrial setting is just asking for trouble. It is fraught with the potential for serious 
injury or death. 
There is evidence that sobering up shelters lead to visitors sleeping outside the gates. 
Indeed the Litchfield shire rejected an application to the DCA for this very reason. 
 
There are major alcohol retailers within walking distance of this development. 

 
Recently,At the Hibiscus Shopping Centre an incident happened where an at 

risk individual fell asleep underneath a parked semi trailer in a loading dock. He was 
subsequently run over and killed. The Truck Driver is now liable, as are the Company 
he was delivering for. The penalties are anywhere up to $1.5 million. This case is still 
going through the courts 

Putting these two incompatible Zones together under such circumstances is 
reckless and dangerous. At risk individuals and Heavy Vehicles don’t mix. Virtually all 
these properties have 6 metre or 9 metre wide front entrance gates, most have heavy 
machinery, road trains going in and out constantly, Many operate 24 hours a day. 
Closing the gates to prevent at risk individuals from stumbling in is not practical. 
Managing at risk individuals with constant heavy machinery movements is a clash of 
opposites that cant be managed 

 
SAFE COMMUNITIES ALSO MEANS PERSONAL SAFETY 

Having at risk individuals suffering from addiction and substance abuse walking 
through a business area opens the potential for Businesses to become targets for 
theft.  ‘Casing ‘ premises for burglary opportunities is a reality. There are women 
Business owners in the subdivision who regularly work late at night, putting them at 
risk.  
 
The business community of Pinelands would not like to experiment with a 
presumption of innocence on this matter. 
 

The NT Planning Scheme further states 
1. It should facilitate Commercial Primary production and industrial diversity 

servicing community needs and export potential 



2. It should facilitate the supply of sufficient land for industrial uses so that the 
subdivision of land is cost effective and maximises the value of public and private 
investment. 
 

I have already addressed the Co Location of Allied Industries 
 

3. Must reflect the commitments of the capital city charter to the achievement of 
good urban design outcomes. 
A General Industry subdivision is  manually labour intensive and employs a lot of 
people .It is essential in modern good urban design terms  to have a Zone like this 
near Residential Zones so people can walk to work, ride their bike etc A bridge over 
Tiger Brennan Drive from Durack would help this outcome.  

4. To take away the extension of the General Industry Subdivision as per the Darwin 
Regional Land Use Plan is a backward step in Planning terms creating longer trips to 
work in other General Industry Subdivisions such as Winnellie or East Arm, for those 
future employees. 

These aims of the NT Planning Scheme will not be achieved by this proposal. 
 
 

NT PLANNING ACT 
 

1. ‘The objects of the Act be achieved by ensuring that Planning reflects the wishes 
and needs of the Community through appropriate Consultation and input in both 
the formulation and implementation of planning schemes and that the decision 
making is fair and open’. 

 
 

 
The Consultation with Pinelands Business owners was ad hoc, unscientific and beggars 
belief. The few public meetings that were called, were concerning the traffic and road 
changes the Government wish to make, and the jail was mentioned at the end of the last 
meeting as an afterthought. 
The media release for the announcement of the jail location at Pinelands happened two 
hours after Business owners were advised of the proposal. 
 
As far as the Business owners knew, it was being built on the existing Don Dale site, as that 
is what the Minister said in a press release in February 2018. 
The Minister subsequently suggested on the radio that ‘we didn’t want the public to know 
as we didn’t want the back lash’ or words to that effect. 
 
There has been no consultation with the people of Durack who are having a Youth Justice 
Centre  built 800 metres away from them. 
 
As far as stakeholder feedback goes:‐ 
It is questionable, whether sufficient effort was made  to identify business or property  
owners directly. On one property the tyre fitter out in the yard was interviewed. 



 
In another interview, the business owner noticed that no notes were being taken and when 
asked, the interviewees waved it off. 
 
 
To not meet the requirements of the Act when the General public is bound by the Act is 
atrocious form.  
Acts aren’t guidelines, they are the law. 
 
 
 

GET PETITION OUT 
PETITION 

There is a petition objecting to the proposal which was tabled in the NT 
Parliament on the 25th October 2018. 
 
It has 1425 signatures and is self explanatory. 
 

PRECEDENTS 
In cases where there is no definition for a use in the Planning Scheme, An ‘undefined 

use’ can be decided upon by using precedents. Just as it is used in Common Law to provide 
consistent principled rules, so that similar facts will yield similar and predictable outcomes.  

 
As stated in the application ‘The proposal is not an everyday Planning Consideration’ 
 
A Youth Justice Centre is such an undefined use. 
 
The applicant states that ‘Locating centres in areas such as Pinelands is a common 

approach in other locations such as Brisbane in Adelaide’. 
This is a misleading statement. It is not truthful. 

GET google earth YDCs around the Country OUT 
 

If you look at the various Youth Detention centres around the country on Google Earth, 
then you find they are predominantly out in the bush. Adelaide is the only exception where 
it is built in an Industrial area.  

 
In fact the model Youth Justice Centre in Australia is Ashley School in Tasmania. I spoke 

to several Youth Justice Centre Managers who told me this. It is quite remote. 
 
In a fair few cases, through lack of a Regional Land Use Plan such as we have, or, 

Governments deviating from Regional Use Plans, Urban creep has been allowed to edge  
towards the centres. 
 
If you look back in History, every jail you can name was built out in the sticks and was 

geographically removed from urban areas. 



 Pentridge VIC, Port Arthur TAS, Long Bay NSW, Yatala SA etc. The roundhouse in 
Fremantle WA 

Even our own Fannie Bay jail was built in 1883 an eternity from Port Darwin, and it was 
roughly 70 years later when urban creep saw the suburb built around it in 1954. 

 
Similarly, Berrimah prison was built in 1979 with no urban area near it, except for the 

abattoir. It has now fallen victim to Urban creep itself. 
So if we use ‘precedent’ to make these Planning decisions, why would you build a 

Youth Justice Centre in an urban area, ie Pinelands?Which predictably has created a huge 
amount of Community angst. 

 
GET Wyndham protest photos out OUT 
THE WYNDHAM CITY EXPERIENCE 

2. The Victorian Government announced in 2016 that they had chosen a site for a new 
Youth Detention Centre next to South Werribee.  

3. This was the first the residents and local Council had heard about the proposal, and 
they were livid.  
 

4. They fought the proposal tooth and nail initially, including the famous 27 tractors 
and 5000 people protest. It was  realised that it was better to all get together, form 
a coalition and recommend an alternative site. So a Community advisory Group was 
formed consisting of 16 individuals from  Wyndham City Council, the Police, local 
Community and Aboriginal organisations and Government Departments.  
 
 

5. They joined together and identified an alternative site, which the Victorian 
Government acceptedand the Community was happy with. 
 

6. The site near Cherry Creek in the same Council district is five kilometres on all sides 
from any urban areas. The Eastern boundary however will reduce to two kilometres 
from a future pre zoned subdivision, when it urban creeps up, some time in the 
future. But that is it. 
I had a chat to the Mayor Henry Barlow about the process they went through, and 

how they achieved it. I gave him a description of the process we had been through so far. 
 He advised  
“use what we did as a model, and everyone will end up happy. If you don’t consult, 

you don’t get consensus and why give yourself unnecessary anguish.” 

 
 
 

 
CONCEPT DESIGN FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO THE STUART HIGHWAY 

The redesign of the Stuart Highway entrances and slip roads is another case of lack 
of Consultation. There is reference to Consultation being done in 2016/17 but no Businesses 
attended these sessions.  



There has been a design presented which has been met with strong opposition as it 
blocks off streets and slip roads which need access because they are retail. It also traps semi 
trailers who cant turn around. The business people are requesting Consultation but aren’t 
getting it. Instead they are writing to Ministers in desperation.  

 
 

I WILL NOW ADDRESS:-  ASPECTS OF THE 
APPLICATION 
 

5. States:‐ ‘The site itself has been found appropriate for the centre’ there is no 
justification backing this statement. 

6. Mentions:‐ ‘Site design that lessens the visual impact of the centre’. What six metre 
high walls with razor wire on them? 

7. It says ‘Some in opposition and some in support of the proposal’. This is not what the 
survey shows and not what you experience on the ground in Pinelands. 

8. Seems to indicate that there are a range of other options for Pinelands to expand its 
General Industry equal to the one that is being taken away but that is not true. 

9. This is not a recreational facility as is claimed. 
10. Under 46(3)(h) Amenity,   It does not acknowledge that the development will affect 

the amenity of the area, as per  negative comments received form Pinelands 
businesses. 

11. Under 46(3)(j) Public Interest,     it doesn’t address the concerns directly, it just 
repeats  vague statements previously made. 

 
IN CONCLUSION 
 

1. There is nothing in either the Hamburger report into NT Corrections or 
the royal Commission into Youth Justice in the NT that prevents the 
youth Justice Centre and the Adult Jail being on the same block at 
Holtze.  
 

2. By clever design the two complexes can have a degree of separation 
and separate entrances. 

 
3. Indeed in WA, Hakea Adult Prison and the Youth Justice centre there, 

are on the same block and have separate identities. They both share 
resources to save money as in Laundry Services and High Security as 
well as Utilities. 

 
4. Holtze is fifteen minutes further down the road than Pinelands for the 

city or suburbs, so after you have waited for a but, this extra distance is 
insignificant. 

 
5. The Amenity of the Businesses in Pinelands will be affected greatly 

due to increased risk management , and catastrophically if something 
should go wrong. 

 



6. There is no strategic advantage, or major reason why it should be built 
in Pinelands……….so don’t. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

























































































































































































Basis of Objection 

Validity of the Application to rezone S. 67 Pinelands from GI to CP and FD. 

There are 3 issues.  

1. The application not being within the scheme of the Act.  

The scheme of the Act seems to be that if the Government wants to amend a 
planning scheme the Minister does so under s.12.  If another person or body does so it 
is done under s13.  The Government is not a person or body. The applicant is DIPL, 
(which is not a body or person), not Elton which simply the agent of DIPL as is 
disclosed in the application. 

2. The application is to re-zone for a youth detention centre. 

The uses of the to be rezoned land now includes alcohol rehabilitation centre or centres, 
and a sobering up shelter.  There is no information about those other uses of s.67 in the 
application.  There has been no consultation with anybody at all about these additional 
uses of s.67. 

The application is misleading in that it does not properly state what other uses of the land 
the change in zoning will result in and deal with the impacts of those other uses of the 
land in s.67 which will then be permitted if it is zoned CP and FU.  They are unlimited. 

3. The failure to comply with s.2A of the Planning Act. 

The Planning Act s.2A sets out the objects of the legislation and how those objects are to 
be achieved.   

If the application does not comply with the provisions of s.2A then it will not enable the 
objects of the Act to be achieved. Accordingly, it is not an application provided for by the 
Act and is not able to be considered. 

The objects of the Act are “to plan for and provide a framework of controls for, the 
orderly use and development of land” (s.2A(1)). 

Then S2A(2) states “The objects are to be achieved by:” and then sets out in subsections 
(a) to (g) various matters.  Note the use of the word “are”. “Are” does not mean “may”, it 
has a similar meaning to “shall”. Relevant to this rezoning application are s.2A(2)(a), (c), 
(e), (f) and (g).  These can be summarised as follows: the objects of the Act are to be 
achieved by: strategic planning of land use, effective controls and guidelines for the 
appropriate use of land, minimising adverse impacts of development on existing amenity 
and ensuring that amenity is enhanced as a result of development, ensuring planning 
reflects the wishes and needs of the community through appropriate public consultation 
and input in both the formulation and implementation of planning schemes and fair and 
open decision making. 

No strategic advantage 

S.67 Pinelands has been zoned GI as a result of strategic planning; the proposal to change 
the zoning as per the current application has had no such planning rigour applied to it as 



set out below and no strategic planning advantage will be obtained by changing the zoning 
for any of the planning processes. 

Controls and Guidelines 

There are currently effective and appropriate guidelines for the appropriate use of land in 
Pinelands through the Northern Territory Planning Scheme and the Darwin Regional Land 
Use Plan 2015 which work well.  The rezoning application will complicate what is the new 
“appropriate” for Pinelands given the proposed use of land is completely unrelated to the 
existing use of land and for the two to operate side by side must involve diminishing the 
things which are permitted under the present guidelines which apply to owners and 
occupiers.  

Amenity 

The amenity of Pinelands is that it has all GI permitted businesses and there are therefore 
no conflicting uses in Pinelands competing with GI industries.  Further, part of the amenity 
of Pinelands is that s.67 is available for expansion of general industry businesses, for there 
is nowhere else with that amount of adjacent land into which Pinelands can expand.  The 
rezoning application will admit conflicting uses and deny the GI expansion opportunities 
for the area, one of which is the GI employment area for Palmerston, and thus the 
proposed zone changes will not enhance the amenity of Pinelands. 

If there are the same or similar problems at the proposed youth detention facility, alcohol 
rehabilitation centre and sobering up shelter as have occurred at Don Dale, and at other, 
places, it will have a negative impact on amenity.  

Public Consultation 

Most objectors have raised the lack of consultation so I will not dwell on that but will 
make additional comments and wish to add an actual experience to the record which I will 
do shortly, if the Chair so permits. 

The Planning Commission’s own Community Engagement Policy at 4.4 addresses the level 
of engagement to be undertaken for each individual project and must surely be the 
starting point for determining whether what was done complies with the requirement for 
appropriate public consultation.  That Policy references the International Association for 
Public Participation (IAP2) Spectrum of Public Participation at Appendix B and states -
“When planning for community engagement the most appropriate level of participation 
should be determined in conjunction with the Spectrum…”  

Greg Strettles 

The application says face to face meetings were held with 22 owners and occupiers of 
businesses on McKinnon Road and the Stuart Highway which directly neighbour the 
proposed site.   There are no properties on the Stuart Highway which directly neighbour 
the proposed site.  

The DIPL officials did not make appointments but simply arrived on site without any prior 
notice and were actually simply attendances to tell, at the very last moment, owners and 



occupiers, (that is those who simply happened to be on site), what had already been 
decided and that which was announced the very next day.  

In any event 22 businesses is not the Pinelands Community and is certainly not the public.  
There appear to be about 583 businesses in Pinelands and Holtze because that was the 
number which were subsequently letter dropped about the application. It should be noted 
that there is no mail service to Pinelands and therefore the vast majority of businesses 
will not have letter boxes; accordingly, there is no secure way to leave mail at those 
businesses.  

Whatever those 22 owners and occupiers of businesses on McKinnon Road and the Stuart 
Highway on McKinnon Road and the Stuart Highway thought about the proposal was, as 
stated in the application, almost entirely negative - but it is not anything like the 1425 
who signed the Petition completely opposing the youth detention centre and road 
changes. 

Furthermore, there was no attempt to identify and advise the owners of the land affected 
by the application (as opposed to the tenants or occupiers of the land affected) which 
were visited by DIPL officials.  They, the owners, if they were landlords, were obviously 
people who were very directly affected by the proposed rezoning of s.67, and were 
stakeholders, and would not have been, but should have been, consulted.  

Subsequently, even until today, there has been no attempt to separately engage with 
those clear and obvious stakeholders, the owners of the land.  As a shareholder and 
director of a company which owns two Pinelands properties, I can say my company has 
received nothing about the application from DIPL.  

By the standards set out in the Community Engagement Policy it is not credible to suggest 
that what DIPL officials did when they door knocked 22 businesses was consultation to find 
out and reflect the needs and wishes of the community in the formulation stage.    

Drop in Property Values 

This change of zoning as sought by the application is in fact interfering with the market 
place. It is common sense that, given the choice, people would prefer to live or work or 
buy property in an area which did not contain a youth detention facility, alcohol 
rehabilitation centre and a sobering up shelter, rather than one which did.  There will be 
a negative impact on price and the saleability of other Pinelands properties 
notwithstanding the assertion that a drop in value was unlikely.   

If there are the same or similar problems at the proposed youth detention facility, alcohol 
rehabilitation centre and sobering up shelter as have occurred at Don Dale and elsewhere, 
it may have a negative impact on customers and staff willing to attend businesses at 
Pinelands which would have a negative impact on property values. 

The assertion in the application that property values will not be affected by co-location of 
youth justice facilities in an industrial zone and that it is a common approach in other 
locations is factually incorrect.  There is one such facility in Adelaide but all the other 
centres were originally in remote locations and it is only urban creep that brings 



development close to the facilities.  It is to be noted that the prison at Holtze has been 
built well away from other developments. 

Conflicting Uses 

Pinelands is a MVR designated Road Train Route, in particular, McKinnon Road is part of 
that Route.  Many transport businesses in Pinelands operate road trains whilst others are 
supplied by road trains.  

The proposed changes to traffic control on the Stuart Highway at Pinelands include traffic 
lights at the northern end of McKinnon Road. Those lights will funnel even more traffic 
through McKinnon Road. 

To get to S.67 from the Stuart Highway proposed bus stop (see the proposed road changes 
drawing) requires pedestrians to go along McKinnon Road. The shortest route to s.67 is via 
McKinnon Road. 

Road trains and pedestrians are better of being separated.  The Youth Detention Centre, 
Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre and Sobering Up Shelter will create day and night pedestrian 
traffic from inmates and visitors which is incompatible with road trains which operate 24 
hours a day on McKinnon Road.   

To get to s.67 from the Stuart Highway or Tiger Brennan Drive by vehicle requires driving 
along McKinnon Road. 

The Youth Detention Centre, Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre and Sobering Up 
Shelter will create day and night vehicular traffic from staff, inmates and visitors which is 
incompatible with road trains which operate 24 hours a day on McKinnon Road.   

There are Chain of Responsibility (CoR) laws which seek to regulate responsibility for 
accidents in the Heavy Vehicle industry. Under the new CoR laws, all parties in the Chain 
will have a proactive and non-delegable duty to take all reasonably practicable steps to 
ensure the safety of their transport activities and will be personally liable for any failures. 

All Executives (Directors, Partners, Owners) will have a proactive and non-delegable duty 
to exercise due diligence to ensure that their business complies with its duties. 

It would much simpler to keep conflicting uses out of the Pinelands area to enable 
Pinelands businesses to comply with their CoR responsibilities. 

Pinelands is an industrial area, zoned as such, and contains a lot of heavy vehicles and 
machinery, petrol tankers, gas storage, scrap metal yards, sand blasting, amongst others.  
The activities of such businesses are not necessarily compatible with rehabilitation of 
youths who may be affected by the activities of those businesses within 500 metres of 
where they are detained. 

The proximity of the Youth Detention Centre to heavy industry which, in the event of a 
fire, could place detainees, who are held there under compulsion, not of their own free 
will, at risk from toxic fumes, explosions and related hazards is not socially acceptable. 

Separation Distances 



Contrary to the application, the entire area of the proposed facility is within the 
separation distances recommended by the EPA.  Youth detainees, who are held there 
under compulsion, not of their own free will, should not be exposed to harmful pollutants 
when they should be protected from them.  Detainees are people, their health and lives 
should not detrimentally affected whilst in custody in a Government owned facility by 
ignoring the EPA standard separation distances.  Some female detainees may have children 
or babies with them.  The throw away comment in the application that “minimal conflict” 
with harmful uses in the vicinity is inappropriate. 

Limitation of Industrial Expansion 

The Northern Territory Planning Scheme essentially sets out planning principles and 
require the consent authority to ensure any proposed use or development is consistent 
with those planning principles.  At 4.1(c) is the principle the planning should facilitate the 
supply of sufficient land for, amongst other purposes, industrial uses, and at 4.2(d) 
specifically in relation to the Darwin Region the administration of the scheme is to provide 
a range of opportunities for future industrial development that is connected to arterial 
roads, ports and the like.   

The application identifies certain currently undeveloped land in Pinelands that could be 
suitable for separate release and extension of Pinelands.  That land is very small 
compared to s.67 (which is about 60% the size of the existing Pinelands developed area) 
and is no substitute for the GI zoned land that will be lost if s.67 is rezoned.  The 
suggestion that FD land can be considered for GI zoning ignores that it can be considered 
for any zoning. 

A visual inspection of Pinelands shows there are only two unused lots.  Pinelands has 
already run out of land. 

Losing good industrial land that is next to existing industrial land is not obviously sensible, 
both from a planning point of view and from a practical point of view.  Synergies created 
from close proximity cease to exist if industrial growth is not able to be proximate. 

Industrial growth by local businesses with value adding skills will be the economic saviour 
of the Territory.  The obvious example is the gas industry.  There was no prospect of an 
onshore gas industry when the Northern Territory Planning Scheme came into being in 
2007, but it is now a reality.  All the GI land in the Darwin Region is contained in 
Winnellie, Berrimah, Tivendale Road area Pinelands and Hudsons Creek.  Most are long 
established areas with little unused land in them.  More GI land is needed in the Darwin 
Region, not less. 

The Pinelands businesses are predominantly Territory owned, they employ Territory 
residents, not fly in fly out workers, and the profits are spent here. 

The rezoning sought by the application is not helpful to, nor supportive of, Territory 
business.  

There will be little doubt that property and business insurance costs for Pinelands 
businesses will increase if the Youth Detention Facility is placed in Pinelands, and even 



more so if there is an Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre and a Sobering up Facility adjacent to 
the Detention Facility. 

There is no rational planning basis and no strategic planning advantage to make the zoning 
change sought by the application and the Planning Commission should advise the Minister 
accordingly. 

Risks posed by the Proposed Facilities 

If there is a shutdown situation at the youth detention facility which involves police or fire 
brigade, ambulance services or some or all of them, then there is a real likelihood 
McKinnon Road and Marjorie Street will be closed causing massive business disruption. 

Riot 

Why put 30 detainee teenagers together when the Don Dale first version with similar 
numbers created riot, set the premises alight, and had escapes, and which Don Dale 
version 2 with a similar set of detainees has repeated the same problems with riot, setting 
the premises on fire, and escapes: when the proposed new Don Dale 3 facilities at 
Pinelands will have a similar set of detainees and therefore could not be expected to have 
different result to the two previous attempts about youth detention.  It is absurd to do 
again what has twice failed. 

The state-of-the-art facilities promised by Government could be considered as no more 
than another challenge for detainees who have always worked out how to beat the 
security systems.   

And there is again the proverbial question about electronic security: what is the default 
position for the electronically controlled doors and gates when there is a fire within the 
new facility (which detainees can create as they have in the past and which electronic 
systems cannot stop), – are the doors going to be locked or open?  Pinelands businesses 
will be unimpressed at the consequences for themselves in those circumstances. 

Both the Hamburger Report and the Royal Commission Report into Youth Detention note 
that the huge majority of youth detainees are Indigenous (95%) and should be detained 
near the communities where they come from if there is to be any real chance of 
rehabilitation and an end to recidivism.  The proposed Pinelands Youth Detention Centre 
will not do this.   It is illogical to build such a facility with public money, and lots of it, 
when the detainees will not get the benefit they and the community need and which has 
been identified independently by Hamburger and the Royal Commission as requiring 
entirely different types of facilities. 

Breakout 

The history of Youth Detention is punctuated with breakouts from Youth Detention, in 
Darwin in particular at both iterations of Don Dale.  Obviously, any breakout from the 
proposed Youth Detention Centre will have a significant commercial impact on businesses: 
does all of Pinelands close down, do some businesses remain open, do some or all close 
their doors, do they send staff home (and still have to pay them).  The adjoining 



properties are full of heavy machinery and heavy vehicles which could be used as the 
means for a breakout. 

The claim in the application that the new youth detention centre will achieve the highest 
standard of safety and security for the community through the use of contemporary, fit for 
purpose with site specific physical and electronic security systems is simply a denial of 
reality.  Malaysian Airlines would have said the same about both of their downed 
aeroplanes.  There can be no guarantee of the safety and security of the community 
unless the detention facility is far away from the community. 

Fire in the Detention Facilities 

There is no way to prevent detainees deliberately lighting fires in the facilities, and there 
is a history of them doing so. 

That brings about the potential for disrupting at least some Pinelands businesses, a 
disruption that would otherwise not occur. 

Visitors from communities camping out near the facilities 

Given that detainees come from all over the Territory, and that inmates of the drug and 
alcohol rehabilitation centre will, in all likelihood, be in a similar position, it is to be 
expected that some relatives will visit from their communities and camp out near the 
facilities, as happens when people from communities come in to hospital in towns.  Such 
people do not have the same constraints as they do in their home communities and that 
can often lead to behaviour which could cause problems for Pinelands businesses and their 
staff and customers. 

Theft from businesses 

Some businesses do not lock their gates at night at times because they are working 24 
hours a day, which could create opportunities for theft by from inmates and visitors of the 
Youth Detention Centre, Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre and Sobering Up Shelter. 

Damage to businesses 

Some businesses do not lock their gates at night at times because they are working 24 
hours a day, which could create opportunities for damage to businesses by inmates and 
visitors of the Youth Detention Centre, Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre and 
Sobering Up Shelter. 

Drug or Alcohol affected people 

Drug or alcohol affected people in Pinelands are incompatible with normal business 
operations of any type, but particularly with heavy vehicle and road train operations, 
which are common in the area. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

So far, we know Greg Strettles manager of Bruce Avery Transport (an occupier of land on 
the spur of McKinnon Road which abuts s.67) was approached without any prior 
appointment by 3 DIPL officers before public announcement and told of the plan to put 
the youth detention centre in s.67.   He thought there would be clashes between road 
trains and pedestrians and vehicular traffic associated with the facility and told them so.  
They did not make notes of his comments when he made them.   

Dennis McDonald (an owner of land on the same spur) was also cold called, cold visited 
actually, and was told of the plan to put the youth detention centre in s.67 and when 
asked to comment, he expressed his concerns, although he was not given the opportunity 
to have time to properly consider what was being proposed because he was he not told of 
the reasoning behind the decision.  After the announcement on the same day he was again 
visited by DIPL officers who wished to discuss his opposition to the placing of a youth 
detention facility on s.67.   

Greg and Dennis are located on the spur of McKinnon Road which leads in to s.67, but are 
not properties which abutted s.67. 

Jan and Bob Dyer who own land on the same spur immediately next to the proposed 
development were not personally visited by DPIL staff nor contacted by them 



electronically or by mail to tell them about or consult with them concerning the proposal, 
nor were they invited to consult about the proposal to site the Youth Detention facility 
next to their property. 

Lia door knocking after announcement may show how many others were approached 
(Thomas, her advisor, thinks less than 10). 

No one at the meeting at Trojon on 21 September knew about the detention centre.  That 
meeting was called by owners about proposed changes to the Stuart Highway traffic lights 
at the northern entrance to McKinnon road, closing off the median gap opposite McKinnon 
Road south and closing off the Pinelands service roads adjacent to the Stuart Highway, 
which some Pinelands owner (Grant Rau) had found out about.  At that meeting at Trojon 
only one person had previously been consulted about the road changes.   

The plan handed out by DIPL officials at that meeting showing the proposed road changes 
shows no connection to s.67 from McKinnon Road. 

That was the first time anyone had seen that road change plan.   It was claimed by the 
DIPL officials at that meeting that there had been extensive consultation about the road 
changes in 2016 and 2017.  That may have occurred in the DPH Psychiatric Ward, which is 
why we don’t know about it. 

At the meeting at the Palms on 10 October 2018 the Section 67 Preliminary Concept Plan 
was shown and that included a road connection from s.67 to McKinnon Road.  That plan 
was dated 7 August 2018, well before the meeting at Trojon at which the road plan was 
handed out.  It clearly demonstrated that the proposed road changes and the detention 
centre were related, contrary to what DIPL officials claimed and contrary to what Minister 
Lawler said at the Palms meeting.   

Who should have been consulted?  The Petition shows at least 1420 people are interested, 
not just those on McKinnon Road neighbouring s.67 and the nearby Stuart Highway 
properties. Planning Commission policy on consultation is relevant to the question of 
whether there was appropriate consultation. 

Greg Strettles has a good handle on the traffic issues. 

The decision to locate at Pinelands does not reflect the wishes and needs of the 
community - see the Petition as opposed to the small number of people who were seen on 
8 August 2018 

Note petition completed in 2 weeks (very quickly). 
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